


Shri Naveen Patnaik, Hon'ble Chief Minister of Odisha kickstarts the State wide 
signature campaign in support of the Paree.
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PREFACE
 Sexual assault on minor girls is a highly emotive issue in India. In recent years few gruesome 
incidents have stirred the entire nation. In year 2018, number of unfortunate incidents, especially 
in North India caused widespread outrage. In Odisha also few such instances triggered protests 
and public agitation compelling all stakeholders including Police for an introspection and soul 
searching.

 Other than dealing with the individual cases Odisha Police conducted an in house study to 
understand the problem and evolve a professional response to it. The study underscored two 
important facts. One, in more than 94% cases the offenders were close or distant relatives 
or someone from the neighborhood. The involvement of near and dear ones in crime was 
connected to another dark reality of our society. Many of such heinous crimes are suppressed 
and not reported to police due to fear of social stigma for the victim and family. In absence of 
awareness and sometime lack of family support the victim children suffer agony and trauma 
for months and years without raising voice against the torture. Due to non-reporting of crime 
the long arms of law also fall short to save the innocent children and punish the guilty. 

 Secondly, the study revealed that the response of police to such incidents is much better than 
what is generally believed by people. In most of the cases, accused persons are arrested within 
24-72 hours. Charge sheets are filed within stipulated period and Special Public Prosecutors 
are appointed for better prosecution. However, it was clear that while police can take swift 
action in reported cases it cannot do much to prevent such crime. The key to prevention lies in 
awareness among the families and community members. However, safety and security of all 
the citizens including small children is primarily the responsibility of Police and it cannot shy 
away from it whatever may be the constraints. We have to devise ways and means to ensure 
that our children are safe and secure. 

 The question before us was if police could take a pro-active role in intervening and mitigating 
the plight of these innocent victims. Could police give voice to the speechless victims who are 
groping in darkness and screaming for justice? Thus “Paree- A word for the little angel” was 
conceived to fulfill two-fold task in hand. One, to make the community aware that only they 
can prevent occurrence of this heinous crime. Two, to convince them that police was absolutely 
sincere and eager to help them in such cases.  

 Once the idea of a police led social awareness campaign crystalized, a series of Video 
Conferences were held with field level officers to evolve a comprehensive strategy for effective 
community intervention involving all stakeholders. The objectives of the campaign were spelt 
out along with the strategy, methodology and tools to obtain the desired impact.

Dr. R.P. Sharma, IPS,
Director General of Police,
Odisha, Cuttack.
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The social campaign had five objectives :

(i) To generate mass awareness about individual and collective responsibility of members of 
community to fight against child sexual abuse and actively intervene to prevent occurrence 
of such heinous crimes.

(ii) To educate People not to suppress the offence and rather come out openly and report the 
matter to Police.

(iii) To spread the message of stringent punishment including rigorous life imprisonment and 
capital punishment for deterrent effect.

(iv) To sensitize police officers and men for prompt registration of cases and professional 
investigation. The campaign also intended to sensitize police personnel to deal such matters 
with utmost care, attention with due regard to the dignity and privacy of the victims. 

(v) To bring awareness with regard to legal aid, victim compensation, free medical treatment 
and other such related facilities extended by the Govt. to the victims.

 The Odisha Police led “Paree Payeen Katha Tiye- A word for the little angel” community 
awareness campaign against child sexual abuse was launched from 28th May 2018 to 12th June 
2018 in technical collaboration with UNICEF. The word “Paree” symbolizes innocence of a little 
girl and the joy of having a daughter. “Paree” soon became a household name and touched 
the hearts of millions. 

 The message to protect the dignity and honour of girl child was carried across the state 
by 15 specially designed  TATA-407 vehicles known as “Paree Express” which were fitted 
with audio visual equipment. The police team accompanying each vehicle carried printed                                                                                              
materials to generate awareness about prevention and reporting of crime, legal framework 
and welfare schemes of Government for free medical facility, legal aid and compensation etc. 
Sri Naveen Patnaik, Hon’ble Chief Minister, Odisha flagged off the Paree Express on 28th May 
2018 in Bhubaneswar.

 In no time the campaign caught imagination of people. No doubt that Odisha Police thought 
of the campaign and rolled it out but once the Paree Express hit the roads it turned into a mass 
movement. The biggest success of this entire exercise was that the people spontaneously felt 
connected to it and voluntarily came forward to participate. The ideas and emotions of the 
campaign were well articulated through a theme song called “Paree Payeen Katha Tiye” which 
after it’s release became very popular and echoed through every nook and corner of Odisha.

 During the course of 15 days, the social campaign on wheels covered around 45,000 
kilometers. Police teams conducted nearly 1300 structured community programmes and 
physically interacted with about 1.2 million people. At each venue street plays, cultural 
programmes were conducted and mass pledge was taken by millions to protect the honour 
and dignity of “Little Angels”. Community leaders, artists, cine stars and large number of NGOs 
came forward to participate in the events. Public representatives including MLAs and MPs 
cutting across party lines supported the initiative of Odisha Police. Similarly, departments of 
Woman and Child Development, Culture,  School and Mass Education, Health, Legal Aid Services, 
Directorate of Mission Shakti etc. immensely contributed to the success of the campaign. 
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 Our social media campaign helped in spreading the message beyond borders of Odisha.  
Specially created social media posts were seen by more than 1.2 million people. Total impressions 
and interactions on these social media messages crossed one crore mark. Print and electronic 
media, both at state and national level, also covered the journey of Paree Express on day to 
day basis. Live debates were held and national and international media teams, including BBC 
visited to cover the activities. 

 Though the Campaign ended on 12th June, 2018 but the journey has to continue. The 
issue is multi-dimensional and requires a multi-disciplinary and comprehensive response. An 
institutional mechanism to bring multiple stakeholders together is urgently needed so that all 
welfare schemes and programmes initiated for safety and well-being of children can reach the 
targeted groups. In order to have a tangible and lasting impact to address the social malady, 
we need a massive government led and police supported social campaign – “PARI-II”  to ensure 
a safe and secured world for our children.

 Encouraged by phenomenal success of “Paree Payeen Katha Tiye- A word for the little 
angel” and with a view to help other state police forces, we felt it pertinent to document 
and share our strategy, tools of campaign, achievements and future aspirations.  This report 
exhaustively deals with the genesis, concept and details of social awareness campaign as 
well as few case studies in different districts where it had left trails of positive impact in the 
community.  This report is a product of love of labour. I hope that it will serve as a reference and 
guide for similar social campaigns in other parts of the country for police led social campaigns, 
especially in area of safety of girl child.

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS,
Director General of Police, Odisha

Contact - 7894419894
Email : drsharmarp5@gmail.com
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 As the world celebrates the 30th anniversary of the United Nations Convention of Right of 
Children and 100 Years of Child Rights Movement this year, we see enormous positive shifts in 
the right’s environment for children and young people. There have been sustained efforts from 
state parties and civil society organizations to renew their commitment for advancing child 
rights and ensuring its inclusion in the global development agenda.   

 While there has been significant progress, much more still needs to be done. Children 
continue to remain exposed to – new and old threats and challenges globally. Discrimination, 
exploitation and violence against children continues to rob the present and future of millions of 
children. Sexual abuse of children persists the world over as one of the most glaring violations 
of child rights. It remains a largely invisible problem, occurring behind closed doors or shrouded 
in silence born out of social acceptance, tolerance, stigma or taboo.

 In India, 35 per cent of all reported cases of crimes against children are sexual offences, 
and 95 per cent of perpetrators of child rape are known to the victim. The large majority of 
India’s approximately 450 million children are routinely exposed to violence. Their safety and 
well-being are compromised in their homes and families, in communities, in schools, in places 
of work, in child care institutions and over the internet. 

 To respond to these challenges and more, the Odisha Police launched a mass movement 
“PAREE Payeen Katha Tiye” – A Word for Little Angels –to help break the silence against child 
sexual abuse. The movement, led from the highest level in the state, hopes to bring a lasting 
impact on prevention and redressal in Odisha. It is inspiring to see the entire state machinery, civil 
society organizations, corporates, elected representatives, local trade associations, traditional 
institutions and caste leaders collectively taking an active part in the movement to stop and 
prevent child sexual abuse.  Some 70,000 personnel of the Odisha Police have already reached 
out to 1.2 million people across the state with messages on the impact of child sexual abuse. 

 UNICEF is proud to have been a part of this important undertaking and I congratulate Dr. 
Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS, Director General Police, for setting a remarkable example for 
the entire country to follow. We remain hopeful that this movement in Odisha will continue 
inspire and encourage other states in the country in redoubling their efforts to make any form 
of violence against children unacceptable. 

       Dr Yasmin Ali Haque,
       Representative,
       UNICEF India.

FOREWORD

Dr Yasmin Ali Haque,
Representative,
UNICEF India.
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Dr. R.P. Sharma, IPS, DGP, Odisha led the team as captain being assisted by Shri 
Asheet Panigrahi, IPS, IGP as Nodal Officer of the campaign, Shri Arun Bothra, 
IPS, IGP, Crime Branch and the active support of Yumi Bae, Chief of field office, 

UNICEF Odisha.
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1 BACKGROUND

The protection of children from all forms of 
violence is a fundamental right enshrined in the 
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. Despite 
this Right, every five minutes, one child dies as a 
result of violence (2017, UNICEF). As per India’s 
National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), there 
has been rise of 13.6% in crime against children 
between 2015 and 2016. Violence against children, 
especially sexual abuse often remains hidden and 
socially  condoned. A trend analysis of NCRB data 
by UNICEF highlight that in 2016, only 59% of the 
cases were charge-sheeted and a mere 11% were 
convicted (2016, UNICEF ). The most beguiling part 
of child sexual abuse is that it occurs often at the 
hands of trusted individuals with whom children 
interact daily. According to NCRB statistics, in 95% 
cases of child sexual abuse, the victims were known 
to the offenders. 

In this background, the Sustainable Development Goal -16.2  gives renewed impetus 
towards ending child sexual abuse. The Global Partnership’s End Violence Solutions 
Summit: Agenda 2030 for Children which concluded in Sweden in February 2018 
recognised that violence against children can be prevented and ended by “investing 
in safe, stable and nurturing  environment that let children thrive”. In this scenario, 
contributions and efforts for prevention of child sexual abuse are required from a 
diverse multi-stakeholder group including parents and family, schools, health-care 
providers, society and neighbourhood, police, judiciary, media and civil society 
organisations etc.

12017, November, UNICEF, A Familiar Face: Violence in the lives of children and adolescents
22016, UNICEF, Trends in Children’s Exposure to Violence - India - NCRB 2006 To 2016
3For further information on Sustainable Development Goals refer to https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org
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Odisha Police initiated a unique, one-of-a-kind campaign in this direction to connect 
the dots of various stakeholder groups and help them collectively come on board to 
fight child sexual abuse. The campaign, called PAREE Paien Katha Tiye (meaning, a 
word for the little angel) was  implemented over 15 days from 28th May – 12th June 
2018 across the state of Odisha and touched millions. The campaign was an effort 
to institutionalise “people-friendly policing” by removing fear and inhibition towards 
police while creating an enabling environment for active reporting of cases of child 
sexual abuse. As an immediate outcome of PAREE Campaign, Odisha Police has started 
receiving official case reports on child sexual abuse from victims and their family. 

The report below details the process of conceptualising, initiating and implementing 
the PAREE Campaign. The report also captures short caselets from selected districts 
of Odisha where PAREE Campaign was able to bring about instrumental changes and 
a shift in thinking in addressing child sexual abuse. In sum, this report is an effort to 
document the PAREE Campaign in a manner that other states can learn and replicate 
Odisha’s experience in tackling child sexual abuse.
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2 ODISHA’S CONTEXT

As per National Crime Records Bureau 
(NCRB) statistics, in Odisha, the cases of 
child  sexual abuse were on the rise (Refer 
to Table 1). Realizing the potential public 
impact of such cases, the Chief Minister, 
in 2017, had given a red flag to all cases 
related to women and child abuse for 
immediate attention and action. In the 
joint quarterly crime review meeting 
of the Home Department and Odisha 
Police, women and child related cases 
were mandated to be a special agenda for discussion and follow-up. Despite stringent 
administrative steps, in the beginning of 2018, three cases of child sexual abuse in the 
districts of Koraput, Sambalpur and Cuttack (Salipur) led to a media outrage coupled 
with public demonstrations. The events also affected politically and resulted in much 
criticism from opposition parties. In end of March 2018, the State Budget Session also 
witnessed heated discussion on the prevailing cases of child sexual abuse. The State 
Government was eager to take immediate action.  The overall public perception was 
largely twisted towards police inaction and callousness. 

Source: “Crime in India, 2016”. Statistic Report by National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, GOI.

Table 1 : Statistics on coverage from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of Campaign

Statistics in Odisha 2015 2016

 Assault on Girls 11.3 12.1

 POCSO Related Crimes 0.7 58.7

 As per NCRB 2015 data: 
 - 100% of the offenders in POCSO Cases were known to the victim
 - 100% of the victims under POCSO Cases were in the age group of 6-12  
  years.
 As per NCRB 2016 data:
 - Odisha was among the top 5 states of India on statistics of child rape and  
  cases under POCSO.
 - There were 1258 reported cases of child rape in Odisha
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Under these circumstances, 
Odisha Police began efforts 
to tackle the ground situation. 
They adopted an approach 
which was rooted in research 
and supported by statistics. 
In April 2018, Odisha Police 
internally studied the NCRB 
data on child sexual abuse 
and conducted a counter-
assessment of their existing 
recorded data on such cases. 
The counter-assessment 

revealed similar results as NCRB data and highlighted two anomalies – (i) 92% of 
the offenders were known to the victim in cases registered with Odisha Police (ii) 
Odisha Police caught the offender within 72 hours of case reporting as per internal 
data. This elucidated that the core problem was not “police inaction” per se, but the 
extent to which the cases are reported to police. Also judicial protocols for speedy 
and victim-sensitive trial of cases which fall under Protection Of Children from Sexual 
Offences Act (POCSO)  are already in place. But due to fear of police, social stigma, 
perception of victim harassment in the reporting process and discomfort with medico-
legal procedures, cases of child sexual abuse have discouraging statistics on police 
reporting. Thus, action was required to increase case reporting.

Odisha Police approached UNICEF as a preferred technical partner (Refer Box 1) 
to draw strategies to address the issue. Discussions between senior officials of the 
Odisha Police and UNICEF led to the realization that in order to encourage people to 
report cases of child sexual abuse, three things need to be addressed – (i) bridge the 
gap between people and police such that the fear of police and judiciary is reduced 
(ii) generate mass awareness on prevention and protection of child from sexual abuse 
through community monitoring mechanisms (iii) disseminate information on victim-
friendly police procedures and laws to encourage reporting. It was at this juncture 
that a 15-day mass awareness campaign was conceptualized in the name of PAREE 
Payeen Katha tiye (meaning – a word for the little angel).

“PAREE could bring the police and people together. Until now these were 
in two water tight compartments. The cumulative goodwill that PAREE has 
created for Odisha Police, we will try and extrapolate it and make ourselves 
more people friendly” 

-   Inspector General of Police (Headquarters), Odisha Police

4For more information on POCSO Act website of Ministry of Women and Child Development, Government of India,  
http://wcd.nic.in/sites/default/files/childprotection31072012.pdf
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DGP and other senior officials 
of Odisha Police in discussion 
with UNICEF decided that 
campaign will be divided into 
two phases – 

1. Short term phase (15 
days) : This phase will 
only concentrate on a 
partnership between 
UNICEF and Odisha Police 
initially. The focus will be 
on correcting police public 
- image and build a bridge between community and police to help open a dialogue 
from police side and explain their constraints in helping communities while dealing 
with cases of child sexual abuse.  The target group in this phase will be sexual 
assault cases of minor girls specifically with some discussion on cases with minor 
boys on the periphery.  

2. Long term engagement phase : This phase will bring together more government 
departments like women and child, health, social justice, etc to promote a multi 
stakeholder approach in addressing child sexual abuse. The focus in the long 
term phase will be on strengthening policy environment; building partnerships, 
strengthening institutions for providing professional and quality support services 
for victims and building personnel capacities for effective implementation.  

Box 1: UNICEF in Odisha

Since 2016, UNICEF has been working with Odisha Home Department, the nodal 
department for Odisha Police. UNICEF was providing training and capacity 
building support to Odisha Police Academy. They were also working with Odisha 
Police Commissionerate and Headquarters to create a safe and enabling 
environment for children and build child-friendly police. Trainings were being 
provided to Odisha Police investigating officers, women and child desk officers at 
police stations, public prosecutors, medical practitioners and health functionaries 
on juvenile justice and POCSO cases. Discussions are ongoing with Odisha 
Police to develop specific trainings on (i) child rights, (ii) crime investigation and 
documentation in child sexual abuse cases (iii) soft skills in dealing with victims. 

Given UNICEF’s ongoing partnership, technical competency and credibility as 
child rights organization, in April 2018, UNICEF was approached by the Director 
General of Police (DGP), Odisha to work specifically on child sexual abuse. 
UNICEF’s Annual Action Plan 2018-19 which was submitted to DGP proposed 
taking up a massive campaign on child sexual abuse. 
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Excitement generated among children on arrival of Paree Express.
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3 CONCEPT OF “PAREE” :  
THE LITTLE ANGEL

Odisha Police wanted to give a human face to the PAREE campaign and touch people’s 
psyche, while building a new bridge between police and people. They were keen to 
name the campaign on a positive note, unlike other precedents in India like “Nirbhaya”. 
Rather they wanted to promote a campaign which prevents cases like Nirbhaya. The 
name PAREE was chosen as it signified a ‘little girl/angel’ and emoted the ‘joys of 
having a daughter’. The word PAREE was also neutral, short, understandable and 
acceptable by people irrespective of any caste, class or religion.

Since the campaign was about creating a dialogue where police were reaching out 
to the little girls and their protectors like parents, teachers, relatives, neighbours and 
society at large, Odisha Police adopted a narrative style story by adding the tag line - 
PAREE Payeen Katha Tiye, implying “a word for the little angel”. 
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The logo of the PAREE Campaign was equally thoughtful. The flying angel with open 
wings signified future aspirations and freedom of a little girl. The seven concentric 
rainbow circles signified the different layers of protection by parents, family, society, 
teachers, institutions etc. in which the little girl grows and nurtures. The logo also 
depicts that as the little girl will grow in this circle of protection, she will move towards 
adolescence, gradually reaching a time in adulthood when she will fly on her own 
outside the circles of protection. 

The thoughts and emotions behind the conceptualization of PAREE were well reflected 
in a song by a wife of a police officer from the state. Odisha Police adopted it as the 
theme song for the entire campaign. The song is available at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=1GZ56bTTFN0

“After PAREE Campaign, if a victim girl child comes to our police station, we will 
see the face of a little angel in her. That is the level of sensitization that police 
personnel have undergone during the campaign” 

-   Superintendent of Police, Ganjam District

Picture 1: PAREE Campaign Logo
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4 METHODOLOGY

The process of campaign conceptualization and implementation was consultative 
and interactive involving series of discussions and meetings between a wide-range of 
stakeholders. 

The work started with the formation of a task 
force consisting of the following 6 members:

- Odisha Police: (i) Director General of 
Police (DGP) (ii) Inspector General of 
Police (Headquarters) and (iii) Inspector 
General of Police (Crime Branch)

- UNICEF: (iv) Child Protection Specialist, 
(v) Advocacy and Communications 
Specialist (vi) Communication for Development (C4D) Specialist

4.1.1 Step 1 : Establishing a Broad Agenda (What is to be done?)

4.1 Conceptualization Phase

1. Taskforce formed with top Police Officials and UNICEF.
2. Problem identification through data analysis. Pin down focus on Awareness 

Generation to increase reporting of cases on CSA. 
3. Use of Campaign Mode to reach masses. Campaign to have a human face to 

touch community pysche : PAREE Payeen Katha Tiye
4. Create top level support from Chief Secretary to support the campaign and 

mobilise funds
5. Seek critical interdepartmental support.
    • WCD to provide manpower support and IEC funds. 
    • Culture Department to plan community activities and use folk media  

      through own IEC funds

Key Steps in Conceptualization Phase
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15 TATA 207 vehicles were supplied 
by Odisha Police and tailor-made with 
technical inputs from UNICEF as PAREE 
Express. The Express was specially 
designed, and decorated to carry 
messages on four aspects of child sexual 
abuse (i) awareness and prevention, 
(ii) system of reporting cases(iii) 
legal framework and punishment 
prescribed under Protection of Children 
from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO)  
(iv) information on other related agencies for medical aid, legal aid counselling, victim 
protection during trial, victim compensation fund etc. Various forms of publicity 

The task force was clear that police’s work is threefold: prevention-detection-
investigation. Of these three areas, data showed that Odisha police was faring well 
on detection and investigation of reported cases. However, the key issue was low 
case reporting. The first strategy of the campaign was to address ‘prevention’. But 
prevention in cases of child sexual abuse is difficult due to two reasons –Odisha Police, 
internal statistics showed that 92% of the offenders were known to victim and thus 
have a façade to hide easily, making it impossible to identify them. Secondly the 
innocence and gullibility of minor girls perpetrates crime and makes case reporting 
difficult. Since, prevention was difficult, the task force felt that awareness generation 
is the most credible solution. An awareness campaign will not only help in prevention 
but also encourage reporting of cases once the community becomes aware. 

The question affront the task force was how to reach maximum number of people 
across the state - 30 districts; 58 sub divisions; 314 blocks to create awareness on 
child sexual abuse. The task force conceptualized 15 PAREE Express with the idea that 
the “little angel will move on wheels to reach people ”and put forth an open question 
amidst the public -whose responsibility it is to provide safe environment for PAREE?

4.1.2 Step 2 : Formulating a Broad Strategy for the Campaign (How it is 
to be done?)
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material like posters, distribution of 
information kits, audio-visual clips etc 
were used for sensitization. The Express 
was fitted with LCD TV to play messages 
from Chief Minister, Chief Secretary 
and DGP; and local key influencers to 
show the highest degree of political and 
administrative intent in tackling the 
issue. The arrival of PAREE Express was 
followed by structured community level 
events of specific duration to engage 
with crowds for a longer duration at key 
points/hotspots (Refer Section 5). 

Manpower and Supporting Institutions

As an initiation into the PAREE Campaign, the DGP organized a video-conference 
(VC) with all Deputy Superintendents of Police (DSP) of Police at subdivision level 
and Superintendents of Police (SP) of 30 districts to introduce PAREE Campaign and 
sensitize them.   

The VC brought forth many implementation level issues, ideas and solutions and 
helped in creating ownership towards the campaign. 

- District level logistics to move the PAREE Express were discussed. 

- Roles and responsibilities of SPs and their respective staff were discussed. Each 
SP was asked to identify a nodal officer for PAREE along with supporting staff and 
submit their team structure to State Police Headquarter. 

- Ideas of using local folk media to spread awareness at PAREE events came 
forward. 

4.1.3 Step 3 : Streamlining Implementation Parameters (Who will do it?)
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Strategies for Mobilization of Finances

Availability of sufficient funds was a critical factor in implementing a state-
wide Campaign as it was a resource intensive activity involving manpower costs, 
transportation and logistics costs, costs for conducting several mass-scale public events, 
communication costs, costs for advocacy materials and dissemination etc. Generally, 
a Campaign of this scale would call for budgetary provisions from state government or 
dedicated financial commitment from departmental finances or financial intervention 
from philanthropists or donor agencies. However, PAREE Campaign set a precedent 
in bypassing all these options and rather focusing on channelizing existing sources 
of funds available within various departments (IEC budgets) coupled with community 
contributions (both financial and non-financial). The section below highlights some of 
the strategies used by Odisha Police to make this possible. 

State level : DGP approached the Chief Secretary (CS) of the State and sensitized him 
about Odisha Police’s endeavor to address the issue of child sexual abuse through 
PAREE Campaign. He requested the Chief Secretary to write to all the Principal 

UNICEF also shared their experience of managing mass-scale campaigns and made 
three credible suggestions to compliment the ideas emerging during the VC

1. Orientation and sensitization of entire police force till the bottom most rung is 
required to make the campaign a success. DGP supported this suggestion and 
asked UNICEF to organize a one-day state level sensitization program for all PAREE 
nodal officers to be identified by the respective SPs. A date was fixed in the VC for 
the sensitization program (Refer to section 5.1.1.)

2. Since PAREE Express arrival at various locations was to be followed by structured 
community level events, the involvement of state culture department was suggested 
to help in developing programs/plays/songs etc., with local flavor. UNICEF had 
an existing partnership with Culture Department. Principal Secretary, Culture 
Department wrote a letter to all District Artist Federations and District Culture 
Officers to extend support to the Campaign. 

3. Involvement of State Women and Child Department (WCD) was also suggested 
so that women and children target-group could be mobilized to attend the 
PAREE events. UNICEF was already closely working with the WCD department as 
nodal department, and helped in seeking their support. The role of District Child 
Protection Officer (DCPO) was specifically leveraged in PAREE. DCPO’s helped the 
district police in identification of event venues and mobilization of women through 
field level functionaries working under him/her. 

4. It was also suggested that respective SPs should conduct a district level joint 
meeting with District Collector to bring the entire administrative machinery on 
board for support towards the PAREE Campaign. Collectors’ involvement would 
also ensure inter-departmental support till the lowest field level during campaign 
planning and implementation. 
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Community Level : At the same time, SPs and nodal officers were asked to 
encourage their Inspector in charge at each police station to mobilise local resources 
through community contributions, donations and active liaison with block development 
officer (BDO) and other departmental staff.  Community contributions in kind were 
particularly encouraging during the PAREE Campaign. At many events, tenting, audio-
systems, electrical fittings, drinking water etc were given by community for free. In 
Ganjam district, auto-rickshaws provided free ride to event venue. 

Secretaries (PS) of State to support PAREE. The Additional Chief Secretary (ACS), Home 
Department issued official orders to PSs to extend support for the PAREE Campaign 
(Refer Annexure 1). This top-level intervention created an enabling environment and 
willingness within departments to offer their existing IEC finances for PAREE Campaign. 

District Level : The motivation of District Collectors was high in PAREE due to two 
reasons – (i) child sexual abuse was a cross-cutting issue across the agenda of various 
departments (ii) the letter from ACS to all District Collectors accorded high degree 
of priority to PAREE. Since, District Collector is the chairperson of all departmental 
committees and has the decision-making power with regards to fund utilization, 
he/she used IEC funds from various departmental budgets to support PAREE. For 
instance, the IEC funds of the culture department were utilized for paying towards 
the performance cost of District Artist Federations. IEC funds were also utilised for 
arranging various inter-departmental coordination meetings in pre-campaign phase. 
The cost of travel incurred by field level staff like ASHA and anganwadi workers for 
community mobilization for PAREE events was included in their routine visits.

Box 2 : Example of fund mobilisation from existing departmental sources

District Artist Federations were willing to support in PAREE but were feeling 
constrained because of remuneration. During the training of Culture Department 
officers, Kalahandi DCPO who was on dual charge as District Culture Officer 
shared his experience of using the IEC funds under DCPO to pay artists. The 
suggestion was well taken and adopted by other districts to resolve the issue of 
performance payments. 

4.2 Pre-Campaign Planning and Preparation

1. Remodeling of vehicles as PAREE Express and instating district level teams to 
accompany the Express along with route plans. 

2. Sensitisation and training of Police at state, district and police station level 
with emphasis on Dos and Donts on aspects related to messaging, venue 
preparation and management, media etc. 

Key Steps in Pre-Campaign Planning
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Preparing the PAREE Express : 

UNICEF and Odisha Police worked 
together to remodel and decorate the 
15 TATA 207 vehicles. PAREE Express 
carried information on four key aspects 
of child sexual abuse (i) awareness and 
prevention, (ii) system of reporting cases 
(iii) legal framework and POCSO (iv) 
information on other related agencies 
for medical aid, legal aid counselling, 
victim protection, victim compensation 
fund etc. UNICEF prepared other IEC 
materials including posters, banners, 
leaflets, audio-visuals on messages from Chief Minister, DGP and other influencers etc.

Phasing Plan for routing PAREE Express : 

The Task Force prepared a phasing 
plan for the 15 PAREE Expresses to be 
able to cover 30 districts of Odisha over 
15 days – (i) 28th May to 4th June and 
(ii) 5th June to 11th June. 15 Expresses 
were to cover 15 districts in each 
phase. The route plan for each Express 
was prepared by respective Nodal 
Officer of the district and submitted to 
headquarters with clear indication on 
event-venues, duration of event at each 
location and night-halt location.

The pre-campaign exercise lasted 10 days with intensive planning and preparation 
from state level to field level. Top police officials took leadership and facilitated each 
step till the final flag-off of the 15 PAREE Expresses on 28th May, 2018. UNICEF played 
a crucial role during this phase and extended technical support on various fronts. 

4.2.1 Paree Express

3. Training of District Culture Officers and Presidents of District Artist Federation 
on messaging to used in preparation of cultural programmes.

4. Developing a Media Strategy with focus on use of social media
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Picture 2: Hon’ble Chief Minister flagging off the PAREE Express on 28th May 2018

PAREE Express Team : 

The Nodal Officer designated a team of four police personnel to accompany each 
PAREE Express – 2 police officers and 2 constables. Care was taken to designate one 
female officer and one female constable as the task would involve interactions with 
women and girls during the course of the Campaign. Clearly defined duties were 
assigned to the four personnel: 

- The team actively liaisoned with local police station staff and traffic police before 
the arrival of Express at the venue and during the procession. It was important 
to ensure that the venue is ready and crowd is assimilated before the arrival of 
Express. 

- Police officers (especially lady officers) were responsible for actively engaging with 
community during the event to spread awareness and document public responses 
post event through short audio-visuals.

- One constable was responsible for managing the computer system and LED screen. 

- The second constable was responsible for data collection, documentation and 
Whatsapp reporting to headquarters on a real-time basis. Data was collected on 
aspects of venues covered in a day, expected footfall; representation from different 
types of stakeholders like PRI, politicians, officers etc; nature of performances and 
cultural events conducted etc. 

- PAREE Express driver maintained a logbook of distance covered per day to give 
fuel requirements on a daily basis. 

4.2.2 Sensitization and Training

Training of Nodal Officers

A one-day state level sensitization and training program was organized in Bhubaneshwar.  
The PAREE Task Force set the broad agenda for the training and UNICEF prepared the 
training materials. Some of the key aspects covered in the training were:
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Messaging : Training sensitized the nodal officers on key motivations behind conceiving 
the PAREE Campaign and the expected end objective. In this regard a crisp list of Do’s 
and Dont’s was handed to all nodal officers as an easy ready-reckoner for synchronized 
field implementation (Refer Annexure 2). 

Coverage : Nodal officers were asked 
to submit the proposed route plan for 
PAREE Express in their district. All nodal 
officers were instructed to emphasize 
reaching as many people as possible 
instead of covering more area and road. 
Thickly populated areas, big villages, 
market areas were to be duly included 
in route plan. 

Target Group : Tips for effective community mobilization were given with examples of 
possible target groups – NGOs, self help groups (SHGs), lady PRI members, educated 
and respected people in the area etc. Nodal officers were told to pay attention in 
involving possible perpetrators (like neighbors) and probable accused person/likely 
offender. 

Venue and Arrangement : Tips on venue selection and arrangements were given. It was 
highlighted that event-venues should be in thickly populated areas and easily accessible. 
Arrangements for sound system and provision of drinking water were mandatory. 

Partnerships : An orientation on harnessing inter-departmental support and building 
local partnerships was given. Nodal officers were asked to actively liaison with 
- local NGOs for contributions, community mobilization and other related support. 
- WCD,  Child Development Protection Officer (CDPO) and other field level func-

tionaries like ASHA and anganwadi workers for community mobilization. 
- Department of Culture for bringing together local artists for performing at events.
- Social work for provision of volunteers and other staff during event
- Traffic Police for traffic and pedestrian management
- Public Works Department (PWD) for venue management
- Public Health Engineering Department (PHED) for water and toilet facilities at venues. 
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Outreach Programmes : The nodal officers were asked to prepare a day-wise time 
table consisting of route plan of PAREE Express, halt-location, duration of outreach 
programme, content of outreach programme, night halt venue of Express. Orientation 
was given on how to conduct the community outreach programmes in a strict time-
bound manner. The state headquarters had pre-structured the outreach programmes 
as per time – 2 hours, 1 hour, 30 minutes, 15 minutes and prescribed the choice of 
programme based on (a) population, (b) catchment of the venue to pull crowd and (c) 
incidence of abuse cases in the area. 

Guest Invitees for Events : Possible options for guest invitees for the events was 
discussed. Representations were encouraged from senior district level officers like 
Collector, Magistrate, Tehsildar, BDO, elected representatives and local politicians, 
local celebrities/ artists, local journalists etc. UNICEF prepared and handed a small 
note on how to handle celebrity involvement. Clear guidelines were given to ensure 
that guest-speeches are to-the-point, short and address the Campaign messages only. 

Media : UNICEF prepared a media guideline to help nodal officers engage with all kinds 
of media intensively (Refer Annexure). It guided nodal officers to ensure that media is 
not displaying any wrong or negative messaging on child sexual abuse and Campaign. 
No photos were to be used by media without approval of Police Headquarters.

Training for Cultural Performances at PAREE Events

Cultural troops of the district as well as other folk artists were extensively used 
not only to gather crowd but also to spread the message through local dialects. A 
training of District Culture Officers and Presidents of District Artist Federation was 
organized by UNICEF to sensitize them on PAREE campaign and prepare short-story 
play performances on the key themes and messages of PAREE. 

Use of Media in PAREE Campaign  

A pre-campaign media briefing was held to seek cooperation of print, electronic and 
social media for wide coverage. 

Odisha Police was careful to 
deploy media only in a supportive 
positive role. Special care was 
taken to brief media to refrain 
from showcasing stories of 
existing cases and victims of CSA 
and avoid negative stories. Media 
houses were told to hold panel 
discussions, interview minor girls 
and police officers to highlight 
their responses and feedback of 
PAREE Campaign. Odisha Police 
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sought support from retired senior police 
personnel to act as representative of 
Odisha Police in media panel discussions. 
Local media supported the Campaign 
in a huge way. The Campaign was also 
covered by BBC Radio and national print 
media. 

One of the unique aspects of the PAREE 
Campaign was the recognition of social 
media as a visionary tool of information 
dissemination. Social media took the 
Campaign across the borders of Odisha 
strengthened Odisha Police’s presence in 
social media by enlarging followership. 
The detailed social media strategy is 
presented in Annexure 2.

The social media campaign was seen 
by more than 1.5 million people. Total 
impressions and interactions on these 
social media messages crossed one 
crore mark. PAREE Campaign has set 
a precedent in receptivity to change 
and openness to adopt newer forms of 
communication for development. 

 Picture 1: Tweet from Chief Minister 
Picture 3: Tweet from Hon’ble Chief Minister 

 Picture 1: Tweet from celebrity Sona Mohapatra Picture 4: Tweet from celebrity Sona Mohapatra 

 

Picture 1: Social Media Campaign Performance Report 
Picture 5: Social Media Campaign Performance Report
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4.3 Implementation Phase: Campaign on the Ground

1. Joint preparatory coordination meetings with District Collector and  
various departments to lay implementation plans and define roles and  
responsibilities. 

2. Coordination meetings at sub-division and block levels with stakeholders like 
politicians, PRI, NGOs, civil society, retired police officers, women self-help 
groups etc. 

3. Assigning a Supervising Officer at respective Police Stations for all PAREE  
related activities. 

4. Venue identification and preparation by Inspectors in charge
5. Preparation of cultural programmes by in-house police teams and Culture 

Department. 
6. Community outreach by Women and Child Desk of police stations and FLWs 

like ASHA and anganwadi to seek support for PAREE and gather crowd at 
events. 

7. Launch of Phase 1 of the campaign in 15 districts with tight monitoring and 
Whatsapp based follow-up. Focus on doing more “number of events” of long 
duration (1-2 hours) activities. 

8. Feeding learnings from Phase 1 into Phase 2 and undertaking course  
corrections to alter strategy to focus on “number of people” reached through 
shorter duration activities (15 minutes). 

Key Steps in Implementation Phase

4.3.1 Pre-campaign planning at district and sub-district level

The coordination between the district SPs and district Collectors was the cornerstone 
of PAREE’s success. They jointly held series of preparatory coordination meetings with 
various departmental officers like District Child Protection Officer (DCPO), District 
Welfare Officer (DWO), District Social Welfare Officer (DSWO), District Culture Officer 
(DCO), Chief District Medical Officer (CDMO), Regional Transport Office (RTO), PHED, 
PWD etc.  Letters were sent by the 
District Collector to BDO, Municipal 
bodies and PRI heads to support 
the Campaign. At sub-division and 
block levels, number of coordination 
meetings with social stakeholders like 
local politicians, PRI members, NGOs, 
civil society, community organizations, 
retired police officer, women self-
help groups etc. were conducted to 
seek their active cooperation and 
participation. 
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The one-day sensitization session was held at district headquarters with all Inspectors-
in-charge. Nodal Officers trained at the state level communicated the way the 
Campaign is to be managed at ground level and shared the Do’s and Don’t’s.  

The tentative route plan was also vetted with Inspectors during this session to make 
any corrections based on feedback. Inspectors were asked to assign a Supervising 
Officer at their respective Police Stations for overall PAREE-related coordination. A 
draft module of program was also given 
to Inspectors to help them formulate 
their own event-plans. A district level 
Whatsapp group was formed for 
daily information sharing and overall 
monitoring. Photo documentation of 
events was emphasized. Inspectors were 
also encouraged to circulate photos 
of events in their existing Whatsapp 
groups to spread information on PAREE 
events and mobilise more people.

In some districts, the police also formed their own in-house cultural team to prepare 
plays on different messages of child sexual abuse. Police personnel came forward to 
write scripts and act in the plays along with involvement of members of their families.  

The Inspectors-in-Charge also engaged themselves in venue identification and 
preparation. Supervising officer from the police station was instructed to gauge 

Box 2 : Example of fund mobilisation from existing departmental sources

DCPO was a crucial link between the district administration and field level workers 
and helped in planning, implementation and monitoring of the Campaign. He/
She helped in:
- Identification of event venues
- Channelising FLWs to work for community mobilization, especially women
- DCPO’s office also shared cost of the events by making funds available from 

the IEC head of Integrated Child Protection Scheme. 
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the public support coming from the 
proposed venue. If the support was 
found to be lukewarm or road was 
poor, many a time the venue location 
was proactively changed much prior to 
the event, to ensure success. They also 
went to the community for gathering 
possible contributions and donations. 

The Women and Child Desk at the police 
stations worked closely with FLWs 
like ASHA and anganwadi to contact womens’ group, SHGs and schools to spread 
information and mobilise them.

4.3.2 Monitoring mechanisms

PAREE Campaign had a real-time Whatsapp based monitoring and follow-up 
mechanism. A Whatsapp group was formed between the Task Force and 30 SPs and 
Nodal Officers to (i) send instructions from the top level to bottom and (ii) receive 
regular updates, data and feedback on ongoing field activities. Resolution of any 
hurdles was faster and plugging of gaps was easier with this mechanism. Experience 
sharing between SPs also helped in finding solutions to common problems. 

30 districts interacted on a common 
platform and shared their respective 
achievements on an hourly basis. This 
also inculcated a sense of positive 
competition which further motivated 
SPs to perform better. Many times, if a 
initiative was successful in a district it 
was heartily replicated in other districts 
as well. The Birthday Celebration of 
Paree was one such example from 
Khordha District which was made into 
a mega event. 
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4.3.3 Course Correction and Intensification of community outreach in 
Phase 2 

Robust monitoring mechanisms and daily follow-ups helped Odisha Police in faster 
course correction to increase the effectiveness and reach of the Campaign. The top 
management at Odisha Police maintained a fine balance between flexibility and 
discretion and gave enough space to field staff to make suggestions and alter plans 
on a need basis with quick approvals from the top. This attitude led to a massive rise 
in coverage of population from phase 1 to phase 2 (Refer Table 1).

Table 2 : Statistics on coverage from 
Phase 1 to Phase 2 of Campaign

In Phase 1, the instructions to district police from the top were to strictly adhere to the 
route plan as per event plan submitted to headquarters.

Focus was on conducting more long duration activities of 1-2 hour. But this reduced 
outreach and mass mobilisation. The feedback from the field also showed that PAREE 

Express had to leave many potential 
catchment areas enroute untouched in 
order to adhere to the event time and 
schedules. In Phase 1, average events 
conducted per day/per district were 3-4. 
This strategy was altered in Phase 2. A 
conscious decision was taken to reduce 
the 1-2 hour activities and increase the 
number of 15 minutes sensitization 
programs.  
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Wherever the PAREE Express team 
encountered crowd of 50-100 people, 
the Express stopped for a quick 
sensitization session. Thus the strategy 
shifted in focus from “number of events” 
to “number of people”.

The entire gamut of activities and efforts 
was gradually gaining momentum and 
the Campaign was reaching its peak in 
Phase 2. PAREE express got a large amount of word-of-mouth publicity. Media coverage 
also continually increased as people came forward in large numbers to support the 
Campaign. With greater media hype, more institutions started tagging themselves 
with PAREE and came forward for support.  

This had a rippling effect on the inter-departmental motivations as well to contribute 
more zealously in PAREE activities.

The chain of stakeholders not just multiplied but the degree of involvement also 
intensified as the Campaign progressed. The Campaign benefited from this loop which 
was driving one another and attracting more and more crowds (Refer Table 1). Odisha 
Police officials say – “if phase one was micro then phase two was macro”. 

During Phase 2, district police organized many mega events. The mega events gave 
further boost, after the grassroot level events ended and left a lasting impression in 
the memory of people. Media attention in these mega-events further reinforced the 
popularity of PAREE. 
- A Mini Marathon was organized across the state on 7th June, 2018 & thousands ran 

to save “Save Paree, Save Nation”.
- Motorcycle rallies were also organized.
- A candle march was organized on 9th June 2018 to pay homage to the brave girls 

who fought valiantly against the evil forces but unfortunately succumbed.     
- The entire campaign culminated on 11th June 2018 to celebrate the Birth Day of 

PAREE to symbolically welcome the birth of a girl child to promote gender equality.   
- At many places crowd formed a human chain to welcome the PAREE Express. 
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Direct Impact

During the course of 15 days, the social 
campaign on wheels covered 30 districts 
of Odisha travelling a total distance 
40,487 kilometers. In Malkangiri district 
PAREE Express, touched the remotest 
parts of India and Odisha in the cut-
off area around Balimela Reservoir, an 
area with no road or mobile network.  

PAREE reached total population of 1.2 
million over 15 days. Ganjam district 
had the highest number (119280) of 
gathering at 42 events conducted over 5 days.  

In total, 1377 structured community events were conducted in 15 days at various 
locations across the state. On an average 70-80 cultural performances were conducted 
per day.These included performances by police personnel, local celebrities and artists, 
folk and tribal artists, school children etc.   

Apart from the million people that PAREE Express touched, the social media campaign 
helped spreading the message beyond the state’s borders.  Total impressions and inter- 
actions on social media messages on Facebook and Twitter crossed 10 million mark.  
Print and electronic media, both at state and national level, also came forward in a big 

5 IMPACT
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Indirect Impact

The case studies presented below assesses the impact that PAREE Campaign made 
during its course of implementation. Thousands of Police personnel posted in the police 
stations rigorously and enthusiastically participated in the campaign. The process of 
PAREE has been in itself a learning for them and helped them in exhibiting many a 
typical skills - police personnel became playwrights and actors while organizing cultural 
programmes. They worked as liaison officers for inter-departmental coordination and 
imbibed team spirit. Active interactions with all strata of the community polished their 
soft skills and gave a human face to their conversations. They also interacted with 
victims and their families. Such exposure of CSA would certainly help them handle 
cases in future with more empathy, privacy and respect for the victim. The photo 
documentation exercise taught them new skills in technology-based monitoring, 
follow-up and managing social media platforms.

With regards to the impact on community, the response was unprecedented. The topic 
of child sexual abuse was areal concern which they wanted to address but there was 
a deadlock to find a solution as the community perceived the police and judiciary to 
be nonchalant and unsupportive. This perception was completely altered during the 
course of the PAREE Campaign and a bridge was built which opened platforms for 
dialogue and reaching out. Victims have already started coming forward to report 
cases to police. In the first breakthrough, on 14th June, 2018 (PAREE Campaign ended 
on 12th June), a girl lodged a complaint in Rengali Police Station of Jharsuguda District. 
Another similar complaint was lodged Sambalpur district immediately after the end 
of the PAREE Campaign. The 2 weeks campaign has generated mass awareness and 
a tempo has been built to bring about a social change with regards to addressing 

way. Live debates were held and national and international media teams, including 
BBC visited to cover the activities. 

It is to be noted that such an achievement was possible without any special financial 
provision or a dedicated budget for the Campaign. Most of the Campaign expenses 
were met through mobilization of internal financial sources of Odisha Police, IEC 
budget of other departments and community contributions.

“It is heartening to say that we started it as a Police driven social campaign to 
address the social malady on child sexual abuse which snowballed into a mass 
movement with huge participation of people from all walks of life irrespective of 
caste, creed, religion and language and ethnicity. It has all the ingredients and 
components what could be called truly a mass movement with a “National flavor”.  
The response of people was humongous, unprecedented and incredible.

-   Director General of Police, Odisha Police
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5.1.1 Kalahandi : Reaching Tribals with the use of Folklore and Traditional 
Artforms

The Paree Express was welcomed in tribal areas in remote and dense and naxalite 
affected areas in blocks of Thuamul Rampur, Lanjigarh and Golamumda of Kalahandi 
district. Crowds from indigenous forest tribes walked in rains to attend the events 
organized under Paree – a word for the Little Angel campaign at various block and 
panchayat headquarters. DSP of the Investigating Unit of Crime Against Women, 
Kalahandi reports – “people felt that police is doing something which they had never 
seen before. They were curious to know what police had to say.”    

Kalahandi is one of the 250 most backward districts in India and often discussed 
in development circles for droughts, hunger and deprivation. The district has a 
high rural population of 92% (Census 2011). Concentration of scheduled castes 
(17% ) and scheduled tribes (23% ) is also high and the district is home to the 
famous Dongria Kondh tribe. Economy of the district is mostly agrarian and large 
part is under dense pristine forest (39% ), housing primitive tribals. The district has 
low air, rail and road connectivity and many interior pockets are naxal-infested. 
The district has been in news for the Vedanta Alumina plant in Lanjigarh for its 
criticism from environmentalists, especially from indigenous tribal communities 
of Niyamgiri hills including the land acquisition of Dongria Kondh tribe.

Box 4: Kalahandi - About the District

Superintendent of Police (SP), district collector along with district level departmental 
heads and field level functionaries of 
various departments like women and 
child development, culture, education, 
health, etc collaborated to take the 
Paree campaign forward. At the initial 
planning stage, a joint meeting was 
convened by the DSP and Collector 
for stakeholder identification and 
involvement. It was found that most 
cases of child sexual abuse are from 
lower classes and there is a need to 
target the SC/ST communities. An 

child sexual abuse. PAREE has showcased with evidence that police, government 
departments and community can work together for social change.

Select case studies have been presented in annexures to showcase the impact that 
PAREE Campaign made in its process and during implementation.

Picture 6: Response to Paree Event in Mahulpatna 
despite rains

 Picture 1: Response to Paree Event in Mahulpatna despite rains 
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inclusive approach to include the 
tribal population was considered 
necessary as they form a large part of 
the population in Kalahandi district 
and they often have unreported 
cases of abuse or cases of consensual 
elopement of minors which often 
convert into cases of abuse or family 
conflict. In April 2018, there was also 
a case of abuse of minor girl reported 
in Thuamul Rampur block which 
caught media attention and affected 
the social psyche in the area.  

But taking the messaging of Paree Campaign to the large tribal population had barriers 
of distance and road connectivity on one hand and language issues on the other hand. 

The local police stations, especially the police officers in the outposts in forest areas 
disseminated word about the arrival of Paree Express and overall event. The field level 
workers like ASHA, Anganwadi etc stretched their feet to take information to the tribal 
villages and mobilise villagers for participation in the event. SHG groups were informed 
which further increased women participation, especially mothers to whom the topic 
of child sexual abuse was pertinent. Crowds of 300-500 people walked in rain from 
forest villages like Karlapat and Mahulpatna (Thuamal Rampur block); Niyamgiri hills 
(Lanjigarh block) and Sosia (Golamunda Block) to attend the Paree event. 

The district culture officer mobilized support from local NGOs and artists to prepare 
a 15 minutes street play in local language to raise awareness around issues of child 
sexual abuse. Police personnel also enthusiastically participated in the play and took 
to role-play some characters. The play scientifically addressed common issues arising 
in cases of abuse. Characters and story line were prepared near to reality where a 
child victim was lured by a relative-uncle for chocolate to accompany him to a local 
festival. The child actor was then shown confiding about the abuse to her mother who 
wanted to take the matter to the police and report it. But the mother was restrained 

by the victim’s father in the name 
of social-shame. The storyline 
progressed to show empathetic 
police behavior when the case 
is reported followed by speedy 
investigation, filing of charge-sheet 
and judicial trial till death sentence 
of accused. Towards the end of the 
play, the mother gives an inspiring 
message to the society to show 
intolerance towards such cases of 
child-abuse and seek police help. 

 Picture 1: Pala Performance during Paree Event 

Picture 7: Pala Performance during Paree Event

 Picture 1: Ghumura Dance during Paree Campaign 

Picture 8: Ghumura Dance during Paree Campaign
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Apart from the play, local tribal artists also came forward to participate voluntarily 
and added vigour to the Paree events. PALA, one of the traditional and unique story-
telling dance form of Odisha was used in Sosia village of Golamunda block to spread 
targeted messaging on child sexual abuse awareness and prevention. It highlighted 
identification of good-touch/bad touch for recognizing such crimes. Odia folklore 
used in PALA was very effective in communicating messages amongst tribals as they 
associated with the story-line and enjoyed the dance form in their local language. 

Ghumura dance, a folk dance of the Kalahandi district extensively performed across 
communities in the region was also used. The drum-based war dance often has the power 
to instigate and motivate crowds into action and was well-used in Paree campaign to 
highlight the social stigma in child abuse of minor girls. The dance propagated that 
social shame should not act as an impediment in reporting cases of abuse. 

DSP, Kalahandi was overwhelmed while recalling and narrating the Paree events in 
the above mentioned tribal areas and said – “Kalahandi was on a map of hunger 
and deprivation but tribals are very innocent and cooperative. They are hungry for 
development. They were eager to come forward and grasp the new things we were 
telling them”

5.1.2 Dhenekenal : Bringing together Religious Organizations for fighting 
child sexual abuse

Kankdahad area of Dhenekenal is backward, maoist-affected and mostly tribal. Child 
marriage is prevalent in the tribes because of lack of education. This is coupled with 
indigenous perceptions, tribal myths and superstitions amongst communities which 
either does not recognize child abuse or tries to subjugates it under the cover of tribal 
myths. Police personnel knew that cases of child sexual abuse are rampant in this area 
but often cases are settled within the community by tribal leaders. In May 2018, there 
was a case of consensual minor elopement of a girl which resulted in pregnancy. The 
case was uncovered and moved through a special petition to the District Collector. 
Local police had taken strict and timely action and the offender was arrested. In 
the light of such cases, through Paree campaign, police wanted to target the tribal 
population and encourage reporting of cases. Police used religious leaders in the area 
to penetrate the tribal psyche and open dialogue on child sexual abuse cases.

Dhenekenal is a centrally located district in Odisha surrounded by rapidly 
urbanizing and industrializing districts like Cuttack, Jajpur, Angul and Keonjhar. 
The district has vast areas covered in dense forest and long range of hills. The 
district is often called the “home of elephants and tigers”. The district also has 
rich reserves of minerals and mines and houses large scale industries like Nilachal 
Refractories, Utkal Asbestos Ltd, Nababharat Ventures Ltd., Bhusan Steel & Strips 
Ltd., GMR Energy.

Box 5: Dhenkanal - About the District
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Dhenekanal district houses the age-old 
religious seat (Mahima Gadhi) of Mahima 
Dharma, a religious sect which believes in one-
god for all without idol worship. Joranda, their 
main temple is built in a location where three 
villages meet: Joranda, Natima and Patna. The 
temple was built in the early 20th century, but 
the shrine has been existing from the early 
14th century. The temple with its ancient roots 
is well-absorbed in the local socio-cultural life 
in the area and has much influence over the 
people including tribals. It is run by a group of 
ascetics including international followers who 
are often erudite and well-read. 

The Superintendent of Police, Dhenekenal talked to 
the saints at the Mahima Gadhi and apprised them 
of  Paree -  a word for the Little Angel campaign 
by Odisha Police. He requested them to join the 
local police in the campaign with the intention 
that the saints will be able to ventilate the thought 
process of the police behind the Paree Campaign in 
a positive light and help in getting better support 
and receptivity from community. Given the social 
messaging of the Paree campaign and its relevance 
in the times, saints came forward and supported 
the campaign. 

At the event, the ascetics from Mahima Gadhi, 
welcomed Paree express in a unique way. A ‘yagya’ 
was performed in the morning to mark the start 
of the events under Paree campaign in Joranda 
panchayat. This way of homage garnered huge 
supporting 
crowd of 

more than 3000 people. The turnout from the 
tribal villages in the forest areas was much 
beyond the expectations of the police as 
tribal-village settlements are often scattered 
and the area is thinly populated which makes 
information dissemination weak. 

The Paree event in Joranda panchayat brought 
together a christian priest, a maulvi and the 
saints of Mahima Dharma on a single stage 
along with their followers. Such a case, where 

Picture 9: Yagya being performed at 
arrival of Paree Express

Picture 10: Religious Leaders at 
Paree Event

Picture 11: Participation by Tribal 
Girls in Paree Event
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5.1.3 Keonjhar : Strategizing the target group for Paree Campaign right. 

The scheduled tribes constitute nearly 44% of the total population in the district. Some 
of the ancient tribes like Juangs, Bhuyan, Gond, Munda, Bathudi are housed in the 
Keonjhar forests. The Juangs claim to be the most ancient tribe. Although they have 
become more modern in their way of life, they still have noticeable traces of aboriginal 
practices. Literacy level amongst the tribes has increased over the decades but is still 
low. The key concentration of the Juang tribe is in the Gonsika hill region which is the 
hub of all Juang community relations. The district police targeted the Paree campaign 
in the Juang tribe in Gonsika area. 

On the opening day of the Paree Campaign in the district, police had invited Padamshree 
Tulsi Munda, a noted sexagenarian social activist known for her mission to spread 
literacy among tribal communities in Odisha. Herself a mine labourer in her childhood 
and belonging to a tribal community she well-understood the social and cultural 
psyche of the tribes from inside. She shared her experience with the Superintendent of 
Police, Keonjhar during the event with regards to child sexual abuse. She gave insights 
from her experience of being a tribal and working with tribal communities for many 
decades that child sexual abuse is very prevalent in Juangs but there is high level of 
tolerance and acceptance towards abuse. On this knowledge at the opening today, 
district police reoriented their strategy for Paree Campaign implementation in the 
district to target the Juang community with more intensity and focus.

Keonjhar is area wise second biggest district in Odisha. The whole district of 
Keonjhar was a princely state before its merger with Odisha. The terrain of the 
district is mostly hilly with some of the highest peaks in Odisha. About half of 
the area is covered by forests and the district has rich mineral reserves. It is the 
largest iron ore producing district in India.  Keonjhar is also the highest royalty 
generating district in Odisha. But in spite of its immense mineral and forest 
wealth, it still remains economically backward and is listed as one of the 250 
most backward districts of India by the Ministry of Panchayati Raj. 

Box 6: Keonjhar - About the District

communal leaders stood together, set an unprecedented example in leveraging the 
power of religion for social cohesion to address common social evils like child sexual 
abuse. The religious touch gave much sanctity and trust to the messaging planned 
under Paree campaign. SP, Dhenekenal said that “police efforts were doubled with this 
partnership. Influence was so high. There was tremendous impact on the community 
including the tribals”

As a mark of acceptance and enthusiasm, Paree events across the tribal areas of 
Kankdahad and Gondia saw voluntary support from tribal girls in their traditional 
attires. They heartily joined the folk dancers performing at the event.
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The route plan of the Paree express was altered 
accordingly to enable capturing crowds from 
Juang villages. Larger events of two to one 
hour duration were shifted from town areas of 
Keonjhar to Gonsika area. Although the events 
would have received more media attention and 
mileage in town areas, but the police wanted to 
reach the key target group (Juang tribe) where 
incidence of child abuse was more prevalent and 
reporting of cases was negligible. SP, Keonjhar 
said – “doing the event in Gonsika would have 
meant that any Juang in any area of Odisha 
would know about Paree as they are all related 
and closely knit and Gonsika is the hub of the tribe”. 

Some of the strategies used by the district police to penetrate the tribal areas and 
take the Paree messages to the tribe are highlighted here:

- One of the biggest events of the Paree Campaign – birthday celebration of Paree 
was done with tribal girls in Gonsika unlike other districts where birthday celebration 
took place at the district town headquarters to get media attention. This instilled a 
sense of pride in the local communities as they felt important and nurtured by the 
police with whom they commonly share a relation of fear-psychosis. SP, Keonjhar in 
an emotional response narrated – “Thanks to this movement which helped turning 
many of these little angels from lonely villages into lovely fairies. These damsels 
celebrated their first ever birthday and we our best ever.”

- Educated teenagers from tribal 
communities were called for support 
to spread the message of Paree in the 
local tribal language of the Juangs. The 
messaging gained more credence when 
the tribes own children supported the 
campaign. 

- District police in close coordination 
with the district collector and other 
departments of women and child 
development, health, education etc 
planned the entire Paree campaign. This 

inter-departmental coordination allowed the police to take advantage of the local 
knowledge, networks and community rapport of the field level functionaries like 
ASHA and anganwadi workers to spread word in hard-to-reach areas. 

- The existing SHG network in the district was used to mobilise women participation. In 
Gonsika, women participation was near to 500 which was considered overwhelming 
by the police given the hurdles of accessibility in the tribal hill region. 

 Picture 1: Birthday celebration of Paree with 
Tribal Girls 

Picture 12: Birthday celebration of 
Paree with Tribal Girls

 

Picture 1: Active participation from Juangcommunity at the Paree 
Event in Gonsika 

Picture 13: Active participation from Juang 
community at the Paree
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- Gonsika panchayat members, local religious leaders, community leaders and 
politicians were also motivated and mobilised by local police to support the Paree 
campaign and actively involve themselves in spreading word and urge communities 
to participate. 

SP, Keonjhar recalls the massive success of the Paree event in Gonsika with much pride 
and enthusiasm – “it was difficult to communicate with them as we don’t know their 
language but by the end of the event women and children mugged two numbers – 
1098 and 100. Our officers from the mahila-shishu desk worked with women to make 
them reminisce these numbers in a rhythmic poem like way”. He also said that after 
the success of the Paree program, the district police have decided they would make 
regular visits in the community as mobile connection is not available in Gonsika hills. 

5.1.4 Malkangiri : Connecting the “cut-off” area through Paree Campaign 

In the remote district of Malkangiri, sitting quietly on the map of backwardness for 
decades, lies an area which is “cut-off” from main civilization. 153 villages are locked 
between hills and forests on three sides and Balimela reservoir on one side. The irony 
is that Balimela reservoir is the largest power supplying hydro project in Odisha but 
has been unable to bring development to the 153 villages in its catchment. There is no 
road or mobile connectivity in these 153 tribal villages. The villages are only connected 
by boats which takes about 6 hours to reach the farthest point. The Gurupriya bridge 
(a dream project of the Government of Odisha for the past 40-45 years) is the first 
government effort to connect this lost land to mainland. The bridge has been completed 
as recently as June 2018 and  was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of Odisha 
on 26th July 2018.  

The Paree Campaign was one of the first government-led events in the cut-off area 
which tried to connect the people in these villages with the administration. This 
mainstreaming was led by the Malkangiri district police officers and local police 
stationed at Papermatla police station, the single functioning police post in the cut-off 
area which operates under the same compound as Border Security Force given the 
naxal movement in the area. Papermatla post is 25 km from the nearest station in 
Chitrakonda and 70-80 km from Malkangiri police headquarters. 

Malkangiri is one of the most remote and backward districts of India. It is one 
of the 19 districts of Odisha receiving Government of India’s Backward Regions 
Grand Fund. 91% of the district population is rural. 57% of the total population 
is scheduled tribes. Malkangiri is home to the Bonda people, a prolific tribe listed 
amongst the Particularly Vulnerable tribal Groups of India
The district is home to the Bangladeshi refugees, who were rehabilitated since 
1965 under the Dandakaranya Project. Also some Sri Lankan Tamil refugees 
were rehabilitated in Malkangiri town, following the armed struggle of LTTE in 
the early 90’s. Currently it is one of the most naxalite-affected areas of the state.

Box 7: Malkangiri - About the District
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The Paree express’ original route plan was limited till Chitrakonda. Cut-off area was 
not part of the coverage plan under Paree as there were no roads to drive the Paree 
express in the area. Incidentally, when the Paree events were ongoing in Chitrakonda, 
the work on the Gurupriya Bridge was completed and road was available to enter 
with Paree Express. However, since the bridge was officially not inaugurated, district 
police took permission from senior government officials to use the bridge for Paree 
Campaign. SDPO, Chitrakonda heartily remarked -“inter-departmental coordination 
was at its best in this program and everyone supported. SP was on board to take this 
step. DM also supported this reach out”

But making in roads in the cut-off area was not easy even for the police. There is no 
mobile connectivity in the area to assist in coordination on the ground. Because of 
naxals, the entire plan of Paree was kept secret till last minute to avoid any insider 
information to naxals who could have ambushed the Express. Only Border Security 
Post in the cut-off area was informed and brought on board to provide Road Opening 
Party (ROP) at vulnerable points during the movement of Paree Express. In the wee 
hours of morning, Paree Express was camouflaged and moved to the Papermatla 
police station in a concealed manner such that the movement of the vehicle remains 
undisclosed and security risks are abated.  More so, because the chance of naxal-
infested undetected IED blasts on kuccha roads is high. Police disguised themselves 
in civil attire and kept their weapons covered. They kept their general behavior polite 
and “un-police” like. 

At dawn, when the Paree Express was uncovered and started its sojourn in the local 
area, surprise and rapture filled the people. Never before had the villagers seen a vehicle 
of this kind. LED screens were a first exposure for the tribals who were untouched by 
modern civilization. Despite rains, the word of Paree Express spread fast like wild-fire 
and people began flocking at the Papermatla police station to catch a glimpse of the 
Express. They surrounded the Paree Express and walked with it in eagerness to know 

Picture 14: Paree Express on Gurupriya Bridge with Police in Civil Attire in Malkangiri District
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what the government was doing. SDPO, Chitrakonda explained -“police is normally 
considered as enemy by villagers as they are motivated by the naxals. A fear-psychosis 
exists towards us. We went in civil dress and unarmed as armaments could have caused 
panic. Even the accompanying police vehicle was private and hired locally, no red-light 
car, to keep the situation neutral”

But there was another bridge to be 
crossed – language. Police officials 
knew Odiya but the villagers in the 
cut-off area had their own local dialect 
called Deshiya and did not understand 
Odiya. Incidentally, one erudite police 
officer accompanying the Paree 
Express belonged to the communities 
in the cut-off area and knew Deshiya. 
He filled this key barrier and acted 
as the focal point to become the 
communication bridge between Paree 
and people. SP, Malkangiri says that we learnt a lesson that “tribal area requires a 
local officer who knows the socio-cultural background to reach out to their psyche. 
Knowing their language is important”

The district police also tactfully managed the media coverage. Since the bridge was 
officially uninaugurated, media personnel were instructed to not take any photos during 
the Paree Express movement on the Gurupriya Bridge. Only official photography was 
done with a drone-camera.  Local media was informed when Paree Express journey 
was completed and Paree event began at the venue. Media mostly came post the 
event but there was huge coverage of the event later. 

The Paree event captured a crowd of 800-1000 people in a few hours’ time despite 
heavy rains on the day. Some came in amusement, some for entertainment to see a 
TV and some to gauge the new government interest in their otherwise forsaken area. 
However, when the event started, people settled and listened with interest. The event 
started with playing audio-visual content on LED screens with regards to the Paree 
Campaign and its relevance. The content was translated on-the-spot in Deshiya by the 
police officer to disseminate messaging on child sexual abuse. This was followed by 
performance of a play by ZKSS in Deshiya on good touch and bad touch and the need 
to recognize and report cases of child sexual abuse. The local officer who belonged to 
the community acknowledged that “the area has a lot of cases of minor elopement so 
cases of sexual abuse are often on consent. But because the victim is minor they often 
don’t recognize the exploitation and abuse. They often resort to marriage with rapist 
or the case is resolved within the community. That is why it is important to make them 
aware. Information on legal matters is also important as otherwise the accused gets 
often more powerful and minor girl is then doubly subjugated in a scenario of rapist 
marriage”. SDPO, Chitrakonda also said – “first time they came to know of good touch 
and bad touch and that bad touch is equivalent to crime and has legal punishment 
associated with it”

 Picture 1: Media Coverage - Paree Rath reached Gurupriya 
Picture 15: Media Coverage - Paree Rath reached 

Gurupriya Bridge
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The entire event gradually 
turned into a local festival. After 
the performances, local people 
voluntarily came forward and 
sang folk songs and did several 
other entertaining activities. SP, 
Malkangiri recollects cheerfully – “a 
45-minute event was converted into 
a human dialogue”. The messaging 
on child abuse was also well-
absorbed by the community despite 
language barriers. A tribal mother 
said –”the programme has educated 
us on how we can take better care 
of our girls and how we can protect them from insult and abuse”.

BSF personnel were also invited to speak at the event as they are locally stationed 
inside the cut-off area. The objective was to mitigate fear of BSF in the area as villagers 
often consider uniformed-men interchangeably as police. SP Malkangiri felt that this 
contact with BSF and police was important as “our image became much positive. Trust 
has increased and a relationship has been built. If naxals have done anything wrong 
with the villagers, they would atleast be willing to come to us. This will also help in 
monitoring naxal activities in the area through community-policing”. 

The Paree event in the cut-off area has been a huge learning experience for the police 
and has enriched their insights in a multidimensional way. The potential of inter-
departmental coordination and teamwork has been recognized to strengthen overall 
programme delivery and administration at the district level. SP, Malkangiri remarked 
that “I did not even know that there are so many NGOs working in the region of 
Malkangiri. NGOs, Asha, anganwadi workers, social welfare functionaries, ZKSS all 
took big ownership”. The police also realized the power of community participation. 
Both SP Malkangiri and SDPO, Chitrakonda echoed the same thoughts - “Paree taught 
us that it is important to spend time with the community. Paree strengthened the 
core of Amo Police and in the long-run will help in catalyzing the program”. Paree 
also helped in bringing the government closer to people and emphasize people-
centric governance, especially in backward hard-to-reach area. SDPO, Chitrakonda 
commented emotionally – “they are eagerly waiting for us. If we take one step, they 
are taking 10 steps forward with much zeal. People felt for the first time government 
has come to them. Odisha police has always extended its helping hands to the innocent 
Paree at the opposite side of the reservoir. But now things are easier not only because 
UNICEF helped our cry reach across the waters but also because the small Paree is 
much more hopeful due to the bridge of affinity- named Gurupriya”

 

Picture 1: Villagers coming to see Paree Express despite rains. 
BSF, Media and Police in civil attire 

Picture 16: Villagers coming to see Paree Express 
despite rains. BSF, Media and Police in civil attire
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5.1.5 Mayurbhanj: Creating a mass social movement through Paree 
Campaign 

In Mayurbhanj, the Paree Campaign became a mass social-movement. It was unique 
that the Paree campaign in Mayurbhanj cut across political party-lines, sex, creed, 
race and religion and brought them all under one umbrella. The extent of mobilization 
in the social milieu prompted people to form a human chain at several places to pave 
the way for the arrival of Paree Express. SP, Mayurbhanj recalls – “Paree was more of 
an emotional journey. People worshipped the Paree vehicle as if really some angel has 
arrived”

During the Paree Campaign a unique epicenter was formed in the Thakurmunda 
region of Mayurbhanj. Thakurmunda is a block headquarter with limited single-road 
connectivity. The place is 80 kms from district headquarter in Baripada. It houses the 
Similipal national wildlife park comprising large tracts of forest lands housing tribal 
communities. The reception of Paree Express was overwhelming with a crowd of nearly 
8000 people. Women from forest areas walked all the way to attend the Paree event 
in huge numbers. 

Some of the factors which led to this success in Thakurmunda are worth deliberating. 
Since 2013, state government of Odisha has been running a community policing 
program called the Amo Police. Amo Police Committees exist in all police stations with 
representations from community members and police. Police officials at Thakurmunda 
had a good rapport with the committee members because of their active grievance 
redressal. They had also done social and cultural programs previously in remote 
areas to distribute clothing, medicine and other supplies in times of need.  Apart 
from this, suitable candidates from community were also enrolled in police force. This 
police-community relationship helped in gathering support for the Paree Campaign. 
Additionally, the local police stations also have a Women and Child Desk which works 
specifically on women related cases with a human angle. The police officers manning 
this desk are often in touch with local women and share a trust-based friendly 
relationship. This further helped in disseminating information on Paree Campaign. 

Mayurbhanj is often called the “Royal Tiger district” of Odisha. Mayurbhanj is the 
first district in terms of size and third in terms of population in Odisha. It is one of 
the 19 districts in Odisha which receive funds under the Backward Regions Grant 
Fund of Government of India. 
22% of the population comprises of scheduled tribes. The Santal, Ho and Kisanare 
some of the predominant tribes found in Mayurbhanj. The district is known 
worldwide for the unique form of tribal dance - the Chhau and the Jhumar. 

Box 8: Mayurbhanj - About the District
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Cuttack is widely known as the commercial capital of Odisha. It is the second 
most populous district of Odisha. Cuttack district is divided into two sub-districts 
for administration – (i) a more urbanized Cuttack which includes Cuttack city 
area (ii) Cuttack Rural district.

Box 9: Cuttack - About the District

As a next step, Inspectors/SHO’s at their police station level convened a pre-campaign 
meeting with block development officers, PRI members, local politicians, departmental 
staff from child protection, women and child welfare, health, education, culture etc 
to sensitize them about the Paree Campaign and garner their support for community 
mobilization. Field level workers like gramsakhi, homeguard, village head, Asha, 
anganwadi workers etc actively spread the message of the event and made them 
understand the usefulness of the campaign. Asha were particularly instrumental in 
galvanizing support from women. 

The touchstone of this 
campaign to build awareness 
on child sexual abuse stirred the 
community in Thakurmunda 
because there were hidden 
incidences of abuse in the 
social circles.  Police had filed 
four cases of child sexual 
abuse in April and May 2018. 
Despite the reported cases, 
police were aware that there is 
still prevalence of unreported 
cases in the area which are 
often hushed up or solved 
with the community. Since Thakurmunda is a tribal dominated area, police also knew 
of tribal superstition and witchcraft practices which were often used on victims of 
child abuse. In this scenario, police considered Paree Campaign as an opportunity to 
address the problem and reach the community with tangible tools to tackle the issue 
of child sexual abuse. 

Mothers along with their daughters gathered and offered obeisance to the Paree 
Express by showering flower petals and welcoming it with traditional sounds of 
goddess worship as a mark of respect. Teenage girls were dressed in Paree attire to 
participate in the event through dance, song recital and other showcase of their skills. 
The enthusiasm amongst the crowd was thus that some even composed poems on-
the-spot on themes of Paree and gender related issues. 

Picture 17: Crowds of Women at Thakurmunda 
Paree Event

 Picture 1: Crowds of Women at Thakurmunda Paree Event 

5.1.6 Cuttack: Paree Campaign – An Opportunity to Strengthen 
Partnerships for Social Change.  
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5.2 Building interdepartmental partnerships  
The process of expediting the Paree Campaign in Cuttack was highly participatory and 
involved a large liaisoning exercise between the District Police and District Collectorate. 
SP, Cuttack requested the District Collector to convene a common sensitization meeting 
of the all concerned departmental staff like district child protection officer, district 
social welfare officer, district culture officer, chief medical officer, district education 
officer. The meeting also included NGOs working in the district. After seeking the 
support of various departments, departmental heads mobilized their respective field 
level functionaries like ASHA, anganwadi workers, school teachers, PRI functionaries 
etc to spread word about Paree Campaign and its upcoming event calendar in each 
locality.

Local politicians were sensitized 
and mobilized separately to 
participate in the common social 
fight against child sexual abuse. 
At several places across Cuttack 
local MLAs attended Paree events 
irrespective of party lines. Youth 
involvement was also channelized 
by the Department of Culture to 
participate in cultural programs, 
street plays and stage shows 
developed on the theme of Paree 
and child sexual abuse. Through 
the Department of Education, 

school children were prepared to participate in rallies where Paree Express arrived. 
They also did performances at events to spread messages around child sexual abuse 
related topics. A 14 year old school girl said – “we are here to learn how to teach 
a lesson to people who do bad things to girls. After attending here we got to know 
how to take care of our safety. Not talk to strangers and don’t take anything from a 
outsider to eat. We want that this program should also be done at our school”

Apart from improving inter-departmental coordination, the Paree Campaign also 
strengthened the state police force from within in the process. It charged its officers 
with greater responsibility and trust which catalyzed motivation levels and urged them 
for better performance. It also gave the police personnel an opportunity to step out 
of their straight jacketed hard-shell persona as a policeman and explore other latent 
creative skills. The police personnel driving the Paree Express across the district spoke 
with enthusiasm – “within our duty, we do many laborious and hard work like digging 
wells and making trenches but in Paree I am doing something different. I am working 
for other people’s welfare, so I feel very satisfied and happy. When I reached Puri with 
Paree, I cried seeing peoples’ expressions and their overwhelming response. I got so 
much respect through the Paree Express.”

 Picture 1: Support from Local Politicians in Paree Events 
Picture 18: Support from Local Politicians 

in Paree Events
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5.3 Using the strength of Self-Help Groups for awareness 
on child sexual abuse.
Inter-departmental coordination was well established at the onset of the Paree 
Campaign. This laid the ground for involvement of FLWs to mobilise support at 
grassroots level. The Child Development Protection Officer (CDPO) in the Women and 
Child Development Department had instructed all ICDS functionaries and related 
FLWs to call a meeting of SHG presidents in their respective blocks and sensitise them 
about the issues being raised under Paree Campaign. The local police stations hosted 
meetings of SHG presidents with the help of WCD workers and sought for their support 
in mobilizing women during the Paree events. 

The WCD staff and FLWs worked in hard 
to reach areas to spread information 
and collect SHG members. Messages 
were sent in scattered villages inside the 
forests in Dompara panchayat of Banki 
block. The villages are about 23 km from 
block headquarters and the nearest police 
outpost (not even a police station) is 7-8 
km by foot. More than 20 women came 
from these forest villages alone, without 
any male accompaniment. They started at 
7 AM in the morning from their village and 
arranged for a hired vehicle to attend the 
Paree event. One of the women from a SHG 
group said – “police is for protection and it is very good that they are now taking steps 
for women. We will be willing to work with police if they need our help as Dompara has 
no police station”. The women police officer from the Women and Child Desk at Banki 
was positive and said – “with their (womens’) support we can keep a regular track of 
such cases and encourage reporting. Often mothers are willing to come to police but 
are thwarted by menfolk and social pressure”

5.4 Channelizing public anger to public partnership for 
tacking child sexual abuse.
In Salepur area of Cuttack, there was a case of rape of a 6-year old girl in April 2018. 
The girl remained on ventilator for a long time. The case was reported to police and 
the victim’s sister demanded a speedy trial. The media attention to the case aroused 
much public rage across Odisha especially Salepur. The police also took up the case 
on a high-priority basis and submitted the charge-sheet in one month. The case is 
ongoing with public wrath for according a death penalty to the offender. 

When Paree Campaign was launched in Salepur, it’s impact was overwhelming. A 
crowd of nearly 5000-6000 people accumulated in the rally and about 3000 were 

Picture 19: Presence of SHG women at 
Paree Event in Banki

 Picture 1: Presence of SHG women at Paree Event in 
Banki 
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present at the event venue. DSP, Cuttack 
noted that – “Salepur people had anger 
inside them because of the case. Paree 
helped in reaching out to them and placating 
them”. An Inspector said that “people are 
very interested to know more about the new 
Amendment in IPC Section 376. They are very 
happy about it”. The event had huge support 
from women. The event helped in opening 
a dialogue between the police and public. 
The community felt that police is there to 
support them and is taking necessary steps 
to combat cases of child sexual abuse and 
stop them in the future. The speeches made at the Paree event were well received 
by the audience. The event also helped in opening windows in the public psyche to 
understand their civic responsibility towards maintaining a safe environment, keeping 
everyday vigil and reporting any untoward activities which may lead to child sexual 
abuse. The police official who was driving the Paree Express in Cuttack shared his 
experience – “This is the first time police is doing such a program. People are otherwise 
scared of police. In this event police and community are interacting. Police is reaching 
out to community and community is also coming forward. I feel that people will now 
be more vigilant about their girl child”

Paree Campaign in Salepur helped in creating a balancing situation between the 
community and public. It removed the skew towards blaming the police unreasonably 
for any activity or case related to child sexual abuse and community realize that it is a 
common social evil which needs to be dealt with together in cooperation with Police. 
A school teacher at the Paree event responded – “I am a teacher, so when I learn 
new social messages and information, then I can spread amongst my students and 
society.  If police will come forward like this then we will also feel like going to them 
and reporting our problem”. The ICDS Supervisor at Banki block also felt that – “after 
this event there will be a mindset change. Previously due to dignity and issues of social 
shame, such cases were kept quite. But now people will be more willing to approach 
the police. Police has built a bridge with the community.”

Picture 19: Paree Birthday Celebration at 
Salepur

5.4.7 Khordha : Honing the Creative Talent of Police personnel for Social 
Messaging 

The district police at Khordha took special efforts to unearth their creative talent to 
spread messages on child sexual abuse. Under the Paree Campaign, the commendable 
efforts shown by the police staff in conceptualizing, ideating and implementing 
innovative ideas brigs attention to an alternate, atypical side of the police. The Paree 
Campaign in Khordha is an example on how policing can be made more people-centric 
with softer hues of behavioral patterns by policemen. It also marks a positive change 
in the relationship paradigm between government, administration, and people while 
offering a platform for community policing to take-off. 
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Khordha is a largely urbanized district of Odisha with 50% of the households living 
in urban areas. The district includes the state capital of  Bhubhaneshwar and 
also shares borders with commercial cities of Cuttack and Puri. It has five urban 
local bodies including the largest Bhubaneshwar Municipal Corporation in its 
jurisdiction along with two municipalities and two notified area committees. The 
literacy rate is as high as 87%. The district has a predominant Hindu population. 

On the economic front, it is renowned for its brass utensils cottage industries, 
cable factory, spinning mills, watch repairing factory, railway coach repairing 
factory, oil industries, Coca-Cola bottling plant and small metal industries.

Box 10: Khordha - About the District

5.5 Birthday Celebration of Paree
On the eve of state-wide launch of 
the Paree Campaign on 28th May 
2018, Superintendent of Police, 
Khordha found a unique way to 
acknowledge girlhood and girl-child 
inclusion. A large-scale community 
birthday celebration of ‘Paree – 
the little angel’ was organized at 
the district level. Little girls from 
community were dressed in angel 
attire and a cake-cutting ceremony 
was performed publicly to appeal 
against gender discrimination and 
highlight the joys of having a girl child. The event amassed much support and was so 
well-received by the public, that state police headquarters asked the other districts 
to replicate the iconic activity. What started as a small idea to mark the beginning of 
Paree Campaign in Khordha, became a state level celebration on 11th June, 2018 when 
all districts conducted grand birthday celebration of Paree at various event venues. 
The Nodal Officer for Paree campaign recalled the euphoria during the celebration thus 
-“When people saw their own daughters dressed as little angels and being celebrated, 
it gave a human face to the ‘Paree’ in our campaign. The little girls’ faces showed their 
innocence and touched the hearts of people. It also made them realize that they can’t 
leave them vulnerable and unprotected.”

5.6 Use of Dramatics in spreading messages of Paree
In another praiseworthy effort at creativity, the district police prepared a short play 
on child sexual abuse of a minor girl. Enthusiastic and young police personnel wrote 
the script of the play on their own. The play concept also included elements of dance, 
different background music for different scenes to accentuate the effect of the scenes, 

 Picture 1: Birthday Celebration of Paree Picture 20: Birthday Celebration of Paree
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use of various props etc. All this required police personnel to showcase skills in event 
planning and stage management. The characters in the play were also performed by 
police staff and their family members. When the play was staged at various Paree 
events, crowds were surprised to see the extent of effort taken by the police to reach 
out to them.  It made a serious dent in positively altering community perspectives 
towards police as the police were willing to break-the-box and reach out to people. 
Police’s honest intent to change the situation of child sexual abuse cases became 
evident through the stage-plays. Public support started catalyzing as the word of 
Paree events and the play spread along the route-plan of the Paree Express. 

The conceptualization and scripting of the play is interesting to note as the police took 
care to stage a situation which was very near to real-life cases of child sexual abuse. 
The characters were life-like but the script was tuned to showcase behaviors which 
are willing to put aside social taboos, stigma, and fear of shaming in cases of child 
sexual abuse such that people see an example which encourages police reporting of 
cases. The play sensitively showcased the perspectives of a mother, father, minor girl, 
relatives (offender), society, police and judiciary in the situation of abuse. The play 
deliberately showed abuse of a minor girl by a relative as police statistics supported 
that more than 90% of the offenders are relatives of the victim. Through dialogues 
and arguments between different characters, the play argued the importance of case 
reporting versus succumbing to social stigma and hiding incidence of abuse. Once 
the case was taken to the police, the play showed empathetic behavior of the police 
towards the victim and her family. This was followed by staging of prompt action by 
police in case investigation, catching the offender and filing a charge sheet in a time-
bound manner. 

Once the case reached the judiciary, the play showed repeated questioning of the 
victim in court in public. But when the judge makes the final verdict, the play highlighted 
two informative messages – (i) the judge declared that in order to minimize victim 
harassment, in the future such cases will be trialed in a closed court session. No open 
public hearing will be allowed. (ii) death penalty was granted to the offender. These 
two verdicts caught the attention of the audience and caused a positive stir. In the 
end, play showed the accused repenting for his crime with the message that strict 
action of police can instill scare of being caught amongst offenders to indulge in such 
crimes. As SP, Khordha said in his words – “He understood that he can’t remain scot 
free anymore”. The conclusion to the play emphasized that reporting of cases of child 
sexual abuse is thus extremely important. 

The Paree events also got support from local MLAs irrespective of party-lines. An MLA 
lauded the effort of the police in putting together the play and said – “it will help in 
breaking social taboos to not report cases. The play shows that we need to keep an 
eye on our own relatives. It shows that police support will be extended and the legal 
procedures and penalties are strong.” A father of a 9-year-old girl present at the event 
said – “It is a great surprise that police can do such a thing as acting. Police itself is 
coming forward to talk about this crime. This gives us confidence and we will also be 
more vigilant now. We got new information about 100 and 1098. I also got more legal 
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5.7 Showcase of police skills in good management, event 
coordination and reporting
In another fine showcase of management skills, district police at Khordha planned 
the pre-campaign and post-campaign activities with much rigour. SP aligned meeting 
with District Collector to get all inter-related departmental staff on board for Paree 
Campaign (i) implementation, (ii) information dissemination till village-level and (iii) 
ground level event management. Overall, day-to-day event monitoring and ensuring 
that Paree Express moves as per route-plan in a time bound manner to gain maximum 
coverage was done with great efficiency by police personnel. Coordination with each 
local police inspector and Paree Express team (4 police personnel who accompanied 
the Express) was an exemplary showcase of skills in coordinated communications, 
time-management and crisis-handling. 

Police personnel  also tested their skills in event reporting and audio-visual 
documentation. The approach to the Paree Campaign was not to ‘enforce’ but to 
‘approach’ people. Police staff gathered public responses on audio and video 
recordings from people. They also sent daily report to the state police headquarters 
in an organized manner along with labelled photo documentation and recordings. 
All these were out-of-routine activities for police personnel and each one used his/
her own creativity and innovation in managing it without any formal training in such 
skills. The teamwork of the entire district administration from top officials till field level 
functionaries reaped successful results during Paree Campaign and set a precedent in 
good governance for similar activities in the future. 

information as a parent”. A small girl who was dressed as Paree at an event shyly said 
– “If anyone does anything wrong then we will tell the police. I learnt new thing from 
the program”. A mother spoke after the event – “Now police are not our enemies. They 
are guiding us in the right direction so they have become family”. 

5.7.8 Ganjam: Adoption of Good Processes and Practices in Campaign 
Planning and Implementation to reach unprecedented level of crowds. 

The Paree Campaign in Ganjam district reached to a population of 1.19 lakhs in 5 
days covering a total distance of 1350 kms in 42 events.The DIG said –“The beauty of 
Ganjam is in participation.  Community contributions and such level of departmental 
support is rare. People have done suo moto. Political involvement is also very high in 
Ganjam.”The Nodal Officer of Paree Campaign in Ganjam spoke elatedly about the 
phenomenal response – “The very scale of the Rath (Paree Express) procession spoke 
of the popularity of the program. At most places, the crowd was overwhelmingly much 
beyond our expectations.”

High support from senior district officials : Top district level officials - DIG, SP and District 
Collector were highly motivated and closely involved in the planning and coordination 
process since the beginning of the Paree Campaign in Ganjam. This ensured high 
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degree of motivation and engagement till the bottom most rung of staff across the 
district and ensured effective interdepartmental support to overcome hurdles in the 
pre-campaign planning phase. 

Pre-Campaign processes adopted for planning : After receiving the letter for the Paree 
Campaign from the state police headquarters on 16th May 2018, SP initiated a meeting 
on the same day including  key police personnel’s of the district headquarters – SP, 
Additional SP, two DSP rank officers and Assistant Commandant. After five rigorous 
meetings of this group, a broad district level plan was chartered to implement the 
Paree Campaign – (i) broad roles and responsibilities of key stakeholders was identified 
(ii) a nodal officer was assigned for coordinating all activities under Paree Campaign 
(iii) a 4-member Paree team was selected with skills in computer and latest phone 
technologies and applications to assist the nodal officer in day to day coordination 
with local police stations and accompanying Paree Express (iv) A route plan for Paree 
Express was prepared keeping in mind maximum population coverage by focusing 
on high density areas and coverage of public hotspots like markets, bus stands etc 
(v) Communicate with District Collector to include Paree Campaign as an agenda in 
his monthly review meeting conducted on 18th of every month and call for mandatory 
attendance from all concerned departments 

Close coordination with Collectorate and departments : On 18th May, SP and Paree 
team conducted a joint meeting with District Collector and departmental heads and 
functionaries.  During this meetings some key decisions were made  with regards to 
departmental roles and responsibilities for Paree Campaign: 

(i) Involvement of health department through the chief district medical officer for 
provision of ambulance at Paree events and mobilization of ASHAs for spreading 
word about Paree 

(ii) Involvement of social welfare department through the district social welfare 
officer such that the child development project officer and anganwadi workers are 
mobilised to work for promotion of Paree Campaign 

(iii) Support of district child protection officers and his functionaries.

(iv) Support of Juvenile Board to activate the Child Helpline service for post-campaign 
response management.

(v) Support from Regional Transport Officer in route planning and clearing of track 
for Paree Express along with local support from traffic police during the Campaign

(vi) Support from PWD for help in identification of possible venues for conducting 
Paree events and provision of adequate space for parking

(vii) Support from PHED for supply of water during events.

(viii) Support from respective Block Development Officers, Notified Area Committees 
and Panchayats during the Campaign. 
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District Collector extended his full cooperation for the Campaign. During the meeting 
the Collector appealed to the departments that child sexual abuse is a topic of utmost 
urgency and cross-cuts the work of all departments and “somehow this program has 
to be made successful”. On 19th May, official letters were issued to each department 
to extend support to Paree. 

Effective sensitization and support till the lowest rung of police staff : SP issued letters 
and Whatsapp messages to all Inspectors in the district to sensitize them about Paree 
Campaign. On 21st May, the nodal officer and Paree team attended the state level 
training program on Paree Campaign. 

- Key duties of the nodal officer and Paree team. Some of the duties were 
preparing a route planning for Paree Express; facility management of the Express 
and the accompanying team with regards to their halt location, night stay and 
lodging and other accompaniments; ensuring timely arrival and departure of the 
Express at each location in close coordination with local police station; tactful 
management of local media to avoid any negative publicity; daily reporting to 
state police headquarters. A list of Do’s and Don’t’s was also handed to each 
nodal officer. 
- Modalities of running the Paree Express
- Modalities for monitoring the messaging of Paree with prime focus on child 
sexual abuse during the events.
- The speeches of the chief guests were to be modulated to stay short and to the 
point focusing only on child sexual abuse. 

Box 11: Key topics of discussion at State Level Training of Nodal Officers 

Post the training, SP organized a district level meeting with all Inspector incharge 
and SDPO’s to circulate the information received during training, clarify roles and 
responsibilities at police station level, appointment of supervising officer at each 
station, and discuss number of events, and possible module of programmes to be 
conducted under the supervision of each police station. Most importantly, the SP 
handed a copy of the Letter sent by Additional Chief Secretary of Odisha to District 
Collectors and District Magistrates to extend support for Paree Campaign. The 
inspectors were instructed to use the letter to gather full support from various wings 
of civil administration and block development office during the Paree Campaign.  Each 
Inspector was instructed to hold a preparatory pre-campaign meeting with BDO, 
Sarpanches and CDPO to discuss and map a broad plan for Paree Campaign roll out in 
their block. The overall command structure at DIG and SP level was strong with regular 
monitoring and feedback mechanisms which helped remove hurdles at ground level 
and accelerated the progress of work. 

Creating mechanisms to tap the power of Social Media : The district level meeting also 
emphasized the use of photo documentation during the events to enable the power of  
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social media. It was also instructed that regular photos of ongoing events should be 
circulated in Whatsapp groups to increase the audience reach at each concomitant 
event. Inspectors were also encouraged to call support from local celebrities and chose 
their chief guests to pull more crowds. The Nodal Officer recalls – “When we circulated 
photos of the first day of the event, the gathering increased by 20-30% on the second 
day. On second day at Aska, although it was a town area, we got a crowd of 10000. 
Calling the film artist and celebrity dance troupe helped in pulling crowd”. 

Selecting the Paree Event Venues carefully : From 24th May reconnaissance of all 
possible venues/even locations started. Inspectors in coordination with local PWD 
staff visited the possible venues and talked to the community to guage their interest 
and seek support. Where community support was found to be weak, venues were 
changed. Also, few venues were changed due to poor road connectivity. By 4th June the 
list of venues was finalized. 

Bringing NGOs and Media on board : On 25th May, the SP convened a meeting with 
all local NGOs to gather their support. Post the meeting, a list of NGOs was prepared 
as per police stations and sent to each Inspector in charge to start local liasoning. A 
list of all SHGs falling under the jurisdiction of the respective police stations was also 
arranged from the District Collector office and shared with Inspector-in-charge. The 
Inspectors shared these lists with BDO and CDPO to mobilise large-scale support from 
SHGs. 

On 27th May, SP conducted a press meet at district police headquarters and sensitized 
the media on how to report for Paree Campaign and seek their support for making the 
Campaign a success. The SP also gave some pointers to media to avoid misreporting 
of messages and refrain for volatile reporting which may highlight cases of sexual 
abuse and lead to stirring of public emotions during the event. The intent was to focus 
on positive awareness creation and spreading of factual information on child sexual 
abuse. 

Planning for the cultural programme at Paree events : The state level training of nodal 
officers had clarified that the programmes at the Paree events have to specifically focus 
on creating awareness on child sexual abuse. With the help of the Culture Department, 
the Nodal Officer made a list of culture teachers in the district with phone numbers and 
addresses and circulated it to Inspectors. Inspectors contacted the teachers locally and 
mobilised their support for a district level meeting. The meeting got attendance from 
teachers but only few came forward to give voluntary support as remuneration was 
not there. Eventually even the ones who volunteered back tracked. In this crisis, the 
police made an in-house culture team with six sub-inspectors and four lady constables. 
This team prepared ten short drama’s on key messages of Paree of which four were 
shortlisted and approved by the SP to be performed at events. Nodal Officer of Paree 
Campaign said - “The dedication and perseverance of our staff to conduct 4-5 events 
in sweltering heat at different locations was praiseworthy. Their zeal to be creative 
and take up activities like plays, drama, music, singing, event planning, coordination, 
venue decorations, emcee-hosting, all were commendable” 
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Leveraging the network of ‘Swayamsiddhas’ to promote Paree : Before the Paree 
Campaign was launched in Ganjam, the district police were already leading a women’s 
empowerment campaign in the name of Swayamsidhha. Local police stations, with 
the help of FLWs like Asha, anganwadi workers, SHG presidents etc was providing 
proactive awareness and legal support to women. Monthly meetings are conducted at 
police station under Swayamsiddha. This existing network with local women and the 
mutual trust relationship that women shared with police, helped in mobilizing mass 
crowds in the district of Ganjam. 

Under Swayamsiddha, in every village, a literate woman volunteer who owns an android 
phone has been designated as a Swayamsiddha worker with a recognized police ID to 
establish direct affiliation with local police station. There is a WhatsApp group of police 
and Swayamsiddha volunteers where they can directly contact/inform the police in 
case of an emergency or women related crime in their area. The same group was also 
used in spreading information about Paree events and mobilizing community support. 

Recently, on the occasion of Mothers day (13th May 2018), the police also hosted an 
event in the local police station by inviting mothers from SHG groups and Swayamsiddha 
program. Since the event immediately preceded start of Paree Campaign, it helped in 
catalyzing support. 

A Swayamsiddha mother present at a Paree event said – “women now feel that they 
can come unhesitatingly to the police and speak about their problem.” DSP, Ganjam 
observed the reasons for higher women participation in Ganjam – “In Ganjam women 
are more laborious and less conservative as menfolk are mostly away as migrant 
labourers. SHG development is also number one in Ganjam. In Paree also women 
support is spontaneous and forthcoming”. The Nodal Officer for Paree Campaign said 
– “The phenomenal participation from women added much vigour to the program. 
They came and included local religious practices and cultural traditions during the 
Rath Yatra of Paree. This got us even more support from community and lent additional 
vigour and charm to the event” 

The DIG of Police feels that Whatsapp group created under Swayamsiddha will 
also be very helpful in tracking child sexual abuse cases under Paree Campaign. 
He says – “after 5-days, the immense goodwill that Paree has created will put 
more pressure on police for enforcement. Then what? These Swayamsiddhas 
are mothers and they are now more aware and empowered on child sexual 
abuse. We will use this network for better enforcement.”.  He also zealously 
talked about his future steps in strengthening policing and law enforcement 
for women and children in his jurisdictional districts. Berhampur and Ganjam 
are starting a legal-aid ambulance which will be like “mini mobile police station 
called Suraksha vehicles” manned by women police officers. This will enable on-
the-spot registration of cases and filing of FIR for proactive investigation of child 
sexual abuse cases under Paree.

Box 12: Post campaign insights on enforcement under Paree Campaign 
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Leveraging funds through community contributions and voluntary donations : Because 
of the friendly rapport that police shared with the locals, community contributions 
for the events were voluntarily forthcoming. Many social leaders, community 
representatives and local politicians contributed in kind for facilities management at 
the Paree events. Provision of drinking water, electrical and speaker fittings, tenting 
and light arrangements, venue decoration, flower bouquets for the chief guests etc 
were often given as donations and community contributions at various venues. BDOs 
and local MLAs also gave help. The Nodal Officer for Paree said that “the sensitivity 
of the topic of child sexual abuse was such that there was immense degree of public 
cooperation for the events. People came to us on their own to contribute in some 
way”.  A First Commandant from the Home Guards who was helping police in crowd 
management at an event said – “crowds were much more than expected and facilities 
management on the site was overwhelming for the police. In the candle march, we 
expected 400-500 people but there was a crowd of 3000 people. We learnt a lot on 
how to manage crisis with limited resources”

At one event with a 10000 plus crowd, the local autorickshaw drivers extended their 
support and agreed to drive people, especially women from various bus stands and 
locations to the event venue. The auto-rickshaws parked themselves near the venue 
during the event to give free-rides to people post the event as well. The women 
Inspector from Polasore said overwhelmingly - “the gathering attendance is so huge 
that it in itself indicates that Paree is a success”.
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A Selfie of hope and enthusiasm 

It was heartening to see the precious smiles on the faces of enraptured  
little angels.
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6 Post Campaign –  
Valedictory Function

The two weeks PAREE Campaign culminated on 12th June 2018 with a Valedictory 
Function held at the Odisha Police Headquarters in Bhubaneshwar. The event was 
presided over by Sh. Prafulla Samal, Minister WCD, SSEPD and MSME, Sh. Ashok 
Chandra Panda, Minister Tourism and Culture, Sh. Sashi Bhusan Behera, Minister of 
Finance, Sh. Rakesh Srivastava, IAS, Secretary, MW & CD GoI, Sh. R. Balakrishnan, IAS, 
Development Commissioner, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS, Director General of 
Police, Dr. Yasmin Ali Haque, UNICEF Representative in India and senior police officers. 
DIsG, SsP and Nodal Officers of all 30 districts attended the program and shared their 
rich experiences through the journey of PAREE Express. They were also lauded with 
Certificate of Appreciation by Odisha Police. 

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS, Director General of Police, Odisha commenced 
the programme with his address and reflected on the PAREE Campaign and its 
achievements. He highlighted that PAREE was a social experiment and is a one-of-
a-kind event done by police in the field of child sexual abuse. He highlighted the 
enormity of the PAREE Campaign and said “what was conceived as a police campaign 
snowballed into a mass social movement.” The Campaign has been instrumental in 
bridging the gap between police and community and has helped realise the Chief 
Ministers’ vision of “People-Friendly Policing”.  

He also mentioned that in the process of PAREE, police personnel have undergone a 
stark behavior change and skill development on multi-farious aspects. He was positive 
that in future, the experiences from PAREE will make police personnel more empathetic 
and sensitive in handling cases of child sexual abuse with due regard to privacy and 
respect for victim. 

Sh. Sashi Bhusan Behera, Minister of Finance, said that the campaign has set an 
example not just for the state but the entire nation that emphasizes collective social 
responsibility. 

Sh. Prafulla Samal, Minister, WCD, SSEPD and MSME also highlighted that the issue of 
child sexual abuse is the joint responsibility of all departments.PAREE has marked the 
beginning of collaborative efforts.

Sh. Ashok Chandra Panda, Minister Tourism and Culture put forth Department of 
Culture’s honest intent to continue supporting the issue through the involvement of 
folk artists federation. 
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Sh. R Balakrishnan, IAS, Development Commissioner congratulated the Odisha Police 
and UNICEF and emphasized the need for collective introspection to understand why 
child sexual abuse takes place and to continue a dialogue in addressing it. 

Sh. Rakesh Srivastava, IAS, Secretary MWCD, Government of India emphasized the 
role that panchayats can play in reducing cases of child sexual abuse together with 
child protection committees. He added that policy level changes in POCSO Act are 
ongoing to make it more gender neutral as young boys too are at risk of sexual abuse.

Dr Yasmin Ali Haque, UNICEF Representative in India, congratulated Odisha Police and 
said that the PAREE Campaign has built trust between police and communities and 
importantly, galvanized political commitment with social mobilization. She said that 
PAREE has sent a sent message to other states of India to address the issue of abuse 
“head-on”. She said that the community events had fathers, mothers, young boys and 
girls sitting together which helped in breaking the taboo of talking about this issue. 

She pressed the need for few things in the post-campaign phase – (i) as case reporting 
will increase post campaign it is important to ensure that community trust is maintained 
through effective implementation (ii) central and state government needs to look 
into fund mobilization to sustain the momentum generated in PAREE campaign and 
make it a long term program  which can strengthen in-service training, counselling, 
legal aid and rehabilitation of victims etc (iii) stronger prevention programs needs 
to be formulated and implemented in the post-campaign phase. She also had an 
experience-sharing session with SPs and Nodal Officers and discussed future areas 
of collaborations with UNICEF in taking the initiative forward in the long term (Refer 
Section 8 : Way Forward) 
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7 KEY LESSONS

PAREE Campaign was the brain child of Odisha Police senior officials and hence had 
top leadership support from the onset. But Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS, Director 
General of Police, Odisha was in cognizance of the fact that the Campaign required 
larger administrative support from the government and his department alone cannot 
achieve the success in it’s entirety. Odisha Police approached the Chief Secretary, 
Government of Odisha to bring political and administrative machinery on board for 
the Campaign. This support from higher-up gave a strong foundation to the Campaign 
and catalyzed the entire process. 

A campaign is a sum of many parts and multi stakeholders came together to make 
PAREE Campaign a success. At the same time, it is commendable that Odisha Police 
was receptive to acknowledge the centrality of partnerships and encouraged to 
gather support from various stakeholders at different levels and different stages of 
the Campaign. 

The partnership with UNICEF filled the technical skill gap and provided strategic 
impetus to the Campaign. This partnership helped in bringing more inter-departmental 
support at the state and field level because of the existing networks and rapport 
for UNICEF with various levels of ministries, departments and staff. UNICEF also 
provided subject matter experts in child protection, communication and advocacy 
which went a long way in developing IEC materials required for the Campaign. 
UNICEF also brought with it an existing body of knowledge and experience to run 
similar campaigns. 

The partnership of District Police with District Collector’s office brought together 
the entire administrative machinery to merge in the working of the Campaign. 
Interdepartmental coordination strengthened and synergies of teamwork worked in 
favor of the Campaign. The fact that a campaign of PAREE scale was made successful 
without any special financial allocation was a result of this partnership. Unutilized 

7.1 Support of the top leadership is crucial to program 
success

7.2 Build partnerships for synergy
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inter-departmental funds could be channelized to fund PAREE as all departments 
were willing to support under the aegis of the top leadership from Collector. The 
extent of community mobilization that PAREE Campaign could garner was a direct 
outcome of this partnership. 

The amalgamation of various of communications including  print and electronic 
media, social media platforms, traditional mediums of communication and folk 
mediums worked well for mass reach out during the Campaign. 

PAREE Campaign used Whatsapp as a tool for real-time monitoring and follow up. This 
helped the Police Headquarters in following ways:

- Faster communication with large number of personnel in short time periods was 
made possible

- Ground level management of the Campaign over multiple sites improved. Response 
time to crisis shortened and gaps were plugged faster for smoother campaign 
management.

- Oversight and follow-up tightened as ground level staff felt watched 24 hours.  

- Collection of real-time data was faster and more accurate. 

- Photo documentation improved as pictures from each event were shared. 

- Feedback mechanism from community improved as responses were taken on AV 
clips live at the venue post the event. 

Use of social media (Facebook and Twitter) helped in taking the Campaign beyond 
the borders of Odisha and helped connect more and more influencers from across the 
world. This gave further momentum to the Campaign and brought fresh insights and 
feedback from an erudite audience to add perspectives to the Campaign.

7.3 Encourage use of technology

The challenge of reaching to the large tribal population and communicating the 
messages was made possible by the use of traditional art forms in local language. 
The role of the Department of Culture and District Artist Federations is praiseworthy 
in this regard. Experience across various districts in PAREE Campaign highlighted 
that use of local language helped in reaching out the local sensibilities and 
perspectives.

7.4 Use of local language for community mobilization
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From the outset, Odisha Police maintained a neutral environment in implementing 
the PAREE Campaign and sought cooperation from all elected representatives. Police 
personnel approached political members of all parties from the bottom most tier of 
Ward Members and Sarpanches and included MLAs, MPs and Ministers irrespective of 
party lines. The generic nature of the topic of child sexual abuse touched each one and 
they were generous to be active partners in the campaign.

7.5 Maintain political neutrality
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WAY FORWARD

The two-week campaign has generated a good amount of awareness but the tempo 
has to be sustained in order to have a lasting impact. The problem of child sexual 
abuse needs to be addressed through multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary 

efforts in a comprehensive manner with the support of the various Govt. 
departments, Civil society, NGOs, media along with community participation. Though 

the campaign ended on 12th June, 2018, but the mission for a safer world for girl 
children has just begun.
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8 WAY FORWARD

PAREE has led a social change in addressing the topic of child sexual abuse in Odisha 
and a silent change in the image of police in the eyes of people. This unprecedented 
achievement in a mere 15 days has motivated Odisha Police to delve deeper into the 
issue and sustain its own efforts in the future. Dr. Rajendra Prasad Sharma, IPS, Director 
General of Police, Odisha in his closing remarks at Valedictory Function clearly stated 
Odisha Police’s intent to continue the mission in the long term in close association with 
UNICEF. A broad program strategy was also chalked out for this purpose which will be 
implemented in coming days. Some of the key points which will be taken forward are 
summarized below: 

1. Strengthen prevention mechanisms for child sexual abuse through schools and 
colleges which directly target minor girls and boys. Emphasis will also be laid on 
tackling cases of consensual elopement which often turn into cases under Section 
376 of the Indian Penal Code. This aspect necessarily needs to be addressed as 
many a times cases of child sexual abuse are perpetrated with consent due to 
ignorance of the minor and becomes an excuse for the family of the victim who 
registers the case. 

 UNICEF further suggested strategies to engage with schools through the institutional 
medium of Parent Teacher Associations, Child Cabinets and Youth Groups. The 
team also proposed that five youth per village can be identified and linked to the 
local police station to set up a mechanism for community monitoring. The link 
between DCPO and DEO will also have to be strengthened in this regard

2. Thoughts are also afloat on creating an institutional body at ground-level with inter-
departmental FLWs to fight child sexual abuse. FLWs were instrumental during the 
campaign in community mobilization and their existing rapport and network with 
communities needs to be leveraged in the long run to fight this social evil.  

3. Witness protection program needs to be developed. 

4. Lack of professional counselors for victims during the trial and for rehabilitation 
was identified as an area for future work. UNICEF and Odisha Police also saw an 
opportunity to train the police officers who are manning the Women and Child Desk 
at Police Stations currently as potential counselors for the future. Their training 
could help create a cadre of counselors at ground-level. 
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5. Comprehensive strategies and program for victim rehabilitation needs to be 
developed. Emphasis needs to be laid on life-skill education. Data mechanisms on 
tracking victims post-judgement/case resolution needs to be developed. Agencies 
and institutions which can undertake such tasks needs to be identified. 

6. Odisha Police and state government at large, needs to look closely at possible 
options for extracting unutilized funds from various departments to finance the 
initiatives being planned under PAREE. UNICEF cited examples of Department of 
Tribal Affairs and Department of Culture has funds which may be channelized for 
funding PAREE related activities without burdening the state exchequer. 

It is noteworthy that Odisha Police’s long term goal for PAREE is in close alignment with 
UNICEF #ENDviolence initiative, which started in 2013. Based on research, experience 
and analytical rigour, the initiative had identified six key strategies to address violence 
against children. PAREE Campaign worked on the identified strategies and future 
strategies and thought process are also in tandem.  

“PAREE has left other departments amazed!. They are at their wits’ end that how 
could such a campaign be compiled with no special funding and in a time of 
mere one month”  

-   Inspector General of Police (Headquarters), Odisha Police

Table 2 : Association between PAREE and UNICEF’s #ENDviolence initiative

Six Strategies to 
Prevent And Respond 
to Violence Against 

Children

Scope Of Paree Campaign

During Campaign Post Campaign

1. Educating and 
supporting parents, 
caregivers and families

√ √

2. Helping children and 
adolescents manage 
risks and challenges

√ √

3. Changing attitudes 
and social norms that 
encourage violence 
and discrimination.

√ √
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4. Promoting and 
providing professional 
and quality support 
services for children to 
report and cope with 
cases of violence

√

5. Implementing laws and 
policies that protect 
children

√

6. Carrying out data 
collection and research √
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A more confident mother who sees a safer childhood for her daughter than what she 
had... This is one of the biggest achievements of the entire PAREE Campaign...
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9 ANNEXURES

9.1 Photo Gallery of the Journey of PAREE Express
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9.2 Social Media Strategy
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